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A party from Gallup motored to
At the end of the first month w
the Vogt
ranch Saturday - night, are impelled to say that the Gallup
where they camned. and next dav public schools . and McKinley county
.
J A.
maae
me trip to inscription Kock,
Arthur Lmban
the ni;n Bcnooi nave maae a spienaid besion Saturday, October 6, recommendWe hope to
Ice cave, and
then on around the Zuni ginning of the term.
ed that the road from Gallup north to States doing an interstate business mountains to San Rafael and Grants, give the public each month a sum
built under state charters of the
mary of the statistics of our school,
Shiprock agency, thence
to were
states in which they were construct- wience oacic along tne highway to in
PIVB 1JAE3 AND CHANGES.
the hope that interest may be
Fannington,-- 130 miles, be placed on ed
and subject to charter and laws uaiiup.
in attenance and punctuality.
created
the state's "7 per cent" system to
POWO AT TBS MINK.
This
is
believed
to be the first time
each state. These charters fixed
This month our attendance ia very
permit the use of federal aid to con- of maximum
T3AKX3 TO MX. EASTMAN.
a uaiiup party has made this beau
transnorthe.
for
charges
struct it.
good. We believe that
them.
BAD ADVESTISING.
tation and limited issues of capital tiful drive know as the "Zuni Moun. every child of school age ispractically
enrolled
tain Drive," wich was made possible
During the month of August while Macy recently made a reconnais- stock and bonds for additions and
imthe snake dances were being pulled sance of this route with H. P. Martin, provements. There are no Federal oy me roaa irom Inscription Rock It will be a service to the school and
the children if you will report any
In 4Ka veaMPWaelAii Kv tV. Mnwhle
Five years ago this month more
engineer of the United States public railroad charters existing1, except that to Grants being posted and signed to
child who is not in school to the supthan 43,000 Unittd States soldiers Anita Baldwin came to Holbrook in road bureau.
the
commercial
by
of
club
Ramah.
of the Texas and Pacific, which was
We shall be glad to asThe big ice cave was searched for erintendent
va iMf
w vallwiait
began the drive on the Argonne. Sev- 1m
'.The route approved by "Macy fol- incorporated in 1871.
Ma flrluata
vu a f Vrirttrie
fa
sist
whose children may
any
family
enteen thousand were killed, many with her all the necessary equipment lows the present
and
located
about
20
miles
of
east
road pretty closely
The state charters save to the rail
be out on account of lack of books or
wounded, to fighting that battle for camping. After the snake dances and touches Gamerco, Tohatchi, Ship-roc-k
one
Rock, only about
inscription
roads the
of eminent domain fourth
stretched along a forty-mil- e
front
the lady remained a week to hear the
mile from the highway. It is clothing.
agency, Liberty. Fruitland. Kirk, under whichright
lands needed for their
Tardiness is still too prevalent. The
Soon after that the war was over. celebrated flute music of the Hopis, land, and
.
a
finally Farmington. Macy purpose were seued and condemned. certainly siftht well worth the trip. figures are alarming. If your child
Five years ago, and the soldiers, which could only be played at that also advises
The
hole
of lava is about
great sink
extension of the route This right of eminent domain was
time.... She is composing
the
400 by 100 .feet in size and at one has contributed to this loss of time,
to whom excited and frightened big particular
.
.
. . . to the Colorado line, 17 miles beyond based on the
.
.
that
the
and
principle
the
moon
me
right
end
a
becomes
music to go witn
cave under the lava please help by starting the child early
pocketbooks promised
piayin wnicn
rariiiuiKiuii.
of the public at large is superior to rock. Here a
on time. Hab
tars, have not yet received a penny Indians are depicted, and she desired Another route,
entrance winter enough to reach school
upon
its of promptness sre absolutely es
though shorter by that of any or all individuals. It was weather is encountered even on
of the pitifully small bonus that re- to get the music as near as possible
the
eighteen miles, did not look good to granted to railroad corporations be- hottest days and when one is down sential to success in life. You will
presents the dwindling down of all for the performance.
After the conclusion of the perfor- Macy, as there would be no old road cause railroads were built to: serve under the ledge there is a great wall help the child by training him to be
the gratitude.
to follow and new construction would the public at large.
of ice 12 or 15 feet hieh weiirhine on time.
mance, Anita Baldwin invited eight of be
The
statistics are impor
necessary practically all the way.
The Interstate Commerce Commis- many tons.
her
California.
in
to
visit
tribe
the
presents the appear tant andfollowing
There's a plan to simplify the coal
The second route lies through an un- sion
we trust you will follow them
in writing to tho ance oi a
stated
educational
of
an
is
visit
The
recently
since
purely
its edge is semi
stage
problem. Railroads wont like it no character. The invitation was accept- inhabited country and passed only one the writer, that all the capital stock circular and
its top is level and from month to month,.as they appear;
more coal to carry. Middlemen will
Indian trading post. This is from (amounting December 31, 1921, a t smooth as a
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arrived
week
this
and
there
floor.
Part of the party
ed,
earlya
Bo ri Girls Total
detest
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.
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i
891 865 76
TOTAL
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investment,
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for
act
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Min.
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ostensibly
Carrizozo, W. R. McPherson; Deming,
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top
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Club,
Building
The
Washington
40
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Mr.
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25
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Southern group
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Total
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here
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.
and
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placed
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Mountain Pacific group ....25
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Young people from all over the their
who pass may know of the Miss Kinder, .....99.0
Western Mexican mission, W. Internation
all
that
so
33.8
sionary
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i
United States win scholarships that Anita M. Bawwin i.
D. King; Conference missionary secwonders to be found near by and be
..40
.
Illinois
territory
j
give them, free teaching and $1,000 chariUble work almost constantly. retary, J. P. Redmon.
able to find them without any trouble.
For passenger transportayear for living expenses.
a
Tom Palmer of Ramah is down in
has
founded
"uaoy
She
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V
hAin rafferinff poor
Thus, one man's success finds exlava beds now with his son look'
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20
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rates
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for the Adams Diggings which
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Pullman .sleeping
parlor
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entire nation.
are located in this region.
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60
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Henry Yoshiga, state champion, and
Any one going to the cave should Matrnr Tnhn .1. Kirk, won the McKin
children nave Been
less
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reductions
Some
.
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la
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Tt..r. a staff
.li..;.also climb "Cerri de la Bandera,"
The government has sold the heart
championship
Fire Losses paid by Insurance centages of increase in freigt rates (Flag Butte), the great volcanic cra- ley county
of Muscle Shoals plant to a corporuavia noise ana
but
been
made,
have
claimed
to
and
are
in the United States
A fine Thursday, defeating
atcave.
the
Companies
west
of
Ford's
ends
ter
conswnv
just
Henry
to 44 in
Kenneth Sully of Gamerco, with hard
ation, and that
fig- the average freight rates charged per view of the country is to be had as
expect to M eoie Canada, for the year 1922 exceedshould
enntpst nf five nets. The
They
1922
tempt to get the great water power.
in
railroads
the
mile
ton per
by
daily ures below. To these figures
well as an understanding of about brilliant plays of Yoshiga and the
It ends also the possibility of hia car- shortlTto ca for 100 childrenunable
in
more
1917,
than
cent
64
be added Twenty-fiv- e
per
(25 per cent) were
what happened when this volcano was steadiness pi Kirk won the matches
rying out the promise to give the Although children of parents
n for losses that occurred but were not the pre-wyear.
i.
nwoiii-tioin action.
with score of
fanners cheap fertiliser and it gives to afford anytning xor those
Passenger rates at d.o cenis per
who can covered by insurance. ,
Thorn mill ho nna nf the hest nincla
are treated free,
The following were the visitors to
Ford and the farmers permanent poscent in
80
of
increase
is
an
mile
per
cents
.u.-.tne
28
for
entire
n mi
.i
year. such states as Illinois and Wisconsin, Inscription Rock and the ice caves:
$521,800,000.00 for the
r- session of a very good complaint if arts nunc
matches played at Gallup Tennis
10 cents
$43,488,333:00 per month.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Iehl, Mr. and Court this Sunday Dctween nenry
maximum
they ever want to use it in politics. initial treatment and then
the
fix
laws
state
where
$10,030,577.00 per week.
Mrs. J. K. Drinnon and family, Mr. Yoshiga and Kenneth Sully, in semifor each treatment wereaiver. attenrate at 2 cents per mile.
command the
$1,429,507.00 per day.
Mrs. E. Z. Vogt, Martha K. Lind-Se- final. Several matches will be played
and
Aiivavflainff la valuable onlv when child paient can 44
maximum
the
States
York
In New
Mrs. B. L. Ewing, off Sunday."
$59,563.00 per hour.
,
the entire
physicians should
of
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when
see
cents
want
to
is
3
laws
it,
per Mrs. F. J. Ambrose,
put where people .'A.- - - J la.
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o
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it.
in
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o
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rate fixed
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For te first 8 monts of 1923, these the maximum
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Mowrer
and family, Mr. and
D.
J.
figures were exceeded, showing that charter
Central is
of getting better, fire condi- per mile. The New York
instead
Mrs. Blake Carnigton.
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Carnavon's brother is dead, more
tions are growing worse and have harglng sio.oz irora new
J. R. Willis and others who have
staA FncritiBor J. A. French was
to Buffalo. Its legal rate under tne
food for superstition. The other Carnot
were
reached
nronortions
that
vinited the ice caves are of the opinion in
Record)
Fe
State
(Santa
of
is
$10.21.
state
tomb
the
of
the
into
laws
who
Gallup last Saturday end with Nick
War.
dug
the
World
narvon,
of
to
dreamed
have
caves
these
prior
the
that the ice found in
S. E. Wood, W. E. Clarke and
ner
Hengel,
chareed
rate
The
per
passenger
Tutankhamen, died naturally.- Some Those inhabitants of Dawson,
oy
The
wag
compiled
foregoing
since the Glacial Period,
S. Farmer, went over highway
Jerry
insect bite produced blood poisoning. big coal camp, must put in consider- Chas. W. Davis, general insurance. Uile in 1917 was 2.09 centa. The rate been there
dur-inthat is, this ice was formed there
They
conditions of this vicinity, We learn
The. Carnarvon brother said, when able time on their pleasures.
in 1922 was Z.Ooo, an increase oi
that Period, ages ago. Others that new surfacing will be made on
cent
of
99.3
on
his brother opened the tomb, "Some- have been running several baseball
cent
per
imposed
per
one big
are of the opinion that there must the highway between Gallup and
our population for the benefit of
thing dreadful will surely happen to clubs All season and keeping
Dawchemical action which has Thoreau. .Also, that the highway
of one per cent of out pop- be some
nths
our family." He died naturally, like club in the interstate League
formed this ice. The ice being caves.
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riollun tn thn Arizona state line
his brother, from complications fol- son, Trinidad, Raton and a couple
ulation.
and these caves were made by volan-i- c will receive attention, and that the
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su- other towae.
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based
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lowing
action earth disturbance, leaving
thru the Navajo Reservation,
a Phar-aotennis meet at uawson snoperstitious will believe' that out
assumed valuation of $18,900,000,000 holes or vacant places underneath the highway
is progressing.
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Commerce
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earth.
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be deslded to sena a lew pieces to me selves. A summary ol tne vaiueiix-e- d cause as it may. the caves are there
Dawson also New Era Music Company
of St.
In the Philippines. General Wood and all its neighbors.m mtUTa
for roads and equipment from and filled with glacial ice. Probably
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SANTA FE, Oct 8. The Exchange
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like
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occurred
country
The
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they
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The bonds

R0LBR00K, Arir, Oct 8. Eight
representatives, Indians of the Hopi
tribe, were brought into Holbrook
They are going
by W. F. Williams.
on a visit to Anita 11 Baldwin, daughter of the late "Lucky" Baldwin,
who died some years ago in California. Baldwin amassed a fortune of
millions, which was left to his children. Anita M. Baldwin betas one of

Ij

SANTA FE, N. M., Oct S. Assist
tant State Engineer G. D. Macy in a
report to the state highway commis-

Written for Th

Gallup Herald

By WILLIAM B. SHEARER
. (Aatseuler atrviet)
NEW YORK.
Component parts
of railroad corporations in the United
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a conference af district ebpaea
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interest Ek lodges and chamber of
eosscrte in all of U leading
ia the plan, which, ha say, anil re-oeire trees $7jCtt to S30..
The Idea is to get New Mezka
sack free puUicrty, and bring H to
tka forefront when tba national eea-viaUoa of Etks ia held ia Boston next
Jalv. Ha waato to have tka New
KesJce delegations take with these
frees IS toU Iaehans fma tba deferent tribe ef tiis state, to da their
dances far tba Eke ef tke country.
Be aays that ha has already
wttk tka head of the ceaauut-to- e
aa arrangements at the convention
to have a Mew Hexico nignt, which;
wfil he riven ever to - the Indian
ducat, and eae ef the feetsrte of the;
evening will he the fanswus Navajo
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Vet, Oct.
Cbas.
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were aatoax tie
wbe attended tke

;
7-1-
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Dsrh, raacral inenranca
to tbe following fig- -

mad

talk attention

v

KZD

re-hat-

foneraL1
as foQows: Iaiah

Other relatives, are
Anfarow Jenkiaa of Oereland. muo;
aaotker brother, Georfs Weedy Jea-Irff- i.
of PbJSitts. Kias . and three sis
ters, Krs. Ross Lee Tse, Urs. Sarah
Jane Gibson aafl Urs. Clen Ana Wil
liam af GreeBTille, Xisa.
lbs fanersl waa held at St Paul
Baptist dMrch IWaday afteroon at
3 o'clock, attended by a krfe number
aeu
f frvHMki Mad aeaoamtancea

Fire PrcTcrlira

MlmL

attestiasT

the Ucb

FmATXiAL cour;D:;23
The esteem which this bank is held by
the Gallup public is the direct result at its
financial strength, based on large capital
and surplus, conservative manageoest, asd
the financial responsibility of the men who
own itleaders in the varioua indostriea by
which Gallup lives.

atMia mbmI lermai rcBMasbrance ei
the deceased,
la 1922, fir desUwied
the fanersl services were directed
ISiMO Ikes and KZUtSOMO ia
Ser. W. bL Yeanf, pastor af
by
the
km bang the largest ever Paid baptist canrea,
patty,
wntcn oeceao- known, and yet moat fire are pre ed was a deacon and among its prom
venUbje.
inent and faitkfal aapparters.
fire dance.- Kev. Tonne read from Job 14, se
Every one can help prevent fires
Be win aba arrant to have a place remove robbisb and ether hauard, lecting the 14th verse of that chapter
fixed op ee that the Indian can be which lighted mstchee, cultivate
the ten lor Ute ronerai sermon.
seen at their work during: the eon--i
and Dr. W. T. Green of Alboqaerirae
ventkm. Be will hare them weaving
Mr. TJaria Kab
ut at rulx preached the funeral sermon, the de- blanket, making pottery, silver from Weratnre iuued for "Fire Pre- - lhrery being masterly and fall of
smiths at work, and the Navajo medi- Week." snd aaks that we eke craence. shewing that tba fallen
dne men making "sand painting." to, ka miMiiAn mmmvm u19 w Mn kMtW liAt IivmI m rtM fllristiAn life.
LARGEST DANK
snow iae peopie oi ine ea mat
one more person to be care- -, devoted hnaband and loving father to
IN GALLUP
only
get
.
.
lfal rf tite.m it win
things are genome.
vortA the time fatherless
children, faithful to his
It will combat the growing eUlj8IM, ,pa.- ichorch, true to himself, to his fellow- in the east," be said, "that the Innsen and to his God.
alarm
Locate
1.
nearest
fire
dian blankets are really made in box and learnyear
bow to turn in and
Besides an oration by the pastor,
and then shipped out
Pennsylvania,
t
1 here to be sold by the Indians.''
alarm.
paper were read bv brother members
Tim Richards and Claude Diggs.
2. Be sure the chimney k aafe and
ANNOUNCEMENT
WILL STOP ON WAY
and that all floe holea not to Musical renditions were appropriate
clean
Rollie's plans k also for the In-- use are covered with tight METAL and the solemn occasion waa made so
diaas to stop along the way, after caps.
t impressive
that many stout hearts
New Fall aad Winter Shape in
they have been properly advertised
and arranged for in advance. He plans
VELOUR and SOFT FELT HATS
atop at Kansas City, Chicago, and
'
whatever other cities will fall ia with
Many tWutirul Patterns
to that beanti- the idea on the way to Boston, and 5. Keep honse, yard and outbuild-- , tb
in each city to have the Indians pot m7, cteJrf. rubbwh ,nd Mfl,m- - ful and sweet Consolation immortal-mab- le
Hand-mad- e
Center pieces, Towela, Guest Towels,
materiaL
on their elect Indian dances.
Rolbe sees in the plan a better and --aV Do not start a bonfire near
white
people
Among those of the
Tatting By the Yard, Tatty Baby Caps ,
sera nermanent advertising for New fence, barn or house; NEVER when who attended the funeral, and deliver- HEMSTITCHING and PICOTTNG
other
had
In
could
be
the wind k blowing.
UsJee than
any
ed tributes to the memory of E. J.
7. Be (ore that the roof ia tight Jenkins, Prof. Boy L. White, superin
way. People who see these Indians
MAIL OSDEXS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION ,
will aot aeon forget them, or the state and safe.
tendent of Gallup public schools;
8. Screen open firee.
tHv mm from, be exnlaineo.
Prof. C A. Redick, principal of Gal
SUMMERS
9. Watch the itove! Do not overFor headquarters fat Boston, the Inhigh school, and Geo. A. Byue,
lop
dues will baild their own bogane or load it
Meraia.
editor ef The Gallup
miaiatare pnebloe such aa those ia
Thus we note the passing of a goad
10. Bamsb swinging gas backet
in
some
A.
M.
C.
Y.
here,
back of the
and rabber gas tubes from the house.1 citizen, for after aU. if at the end of
Uvea
...
11. Never fill
public square of the city.
lighted lamp ex each if at the cloae of oarworld
is
Rollie aays that all bat five of the cept in DAYLIGHT!
Sec that the if K can be said that the
We Take PUnaure
district depBtks of the country att- burner b CLEAN and the wick fits richer, the human family better beand
ended the conference at Chicago,
cause we have lived, then no matter
SERVICE-PLU- S
tightly.
that it waa a lively meeting.
12. Use nothing
but safety who we are, what we are. King or
EXALTED RULES COMING
matches. Keep them in a metal box potentate, a plowman from the field,
our Uvea
FOOD-PLU- S
The grand exalted ruler, Jamee C out of the reach of children. Deposit or workman from the bench,
will not have been an empty dream.
McFarland. will be through the south- burned matches" in a metal box.
himto
true
lived
who
has
in 13. Ashes should never be emptied A man
'
west, and has arranged for a stop
Oysters Any Style
God,
some time next Janu- - against wood.
self, to it fellowman and to bis
AiiuunwraiM
Fish
to
and
Fruit
of
success
Ufa,
Vegetables
14. Koute the rats. They are disi baa made a
mwm
.
.
II HAlIt UUL
such a name and man waa e. .
ease earners and their netu are
"
A state meeting oi
f
Jenkins.
arranged, and held her at that time,
;
.
15. - Never use gasoline or any of
he said.
CARD OF THANKS
c-the volatile liquid to clean gloves,
deMrs. E. J. Jenkina and family
You may believe in letting well etc, in the house. Gaaoline vapor is
sire to express their heartfelt thanks
enough alone but well enough never more deadly than dynamite.
who so kindly
seems to be willing to let anybody 16. Lamps should be set on a solid and appreciation to all
offered condolence and sympathy durbase.
alone.
17. Keen matches out of the Dock ing the illneaa and death of husband,
the
ets of clothing hanging; in closest.
father, brother and friend, and forfun-mi.
--tbeautiful flora offering at the
V
18. Do not look for mining;
n
SATISFIE- Sand saairre all that the tributes
with an open flame light. Us
funMerchaata Laach ar Stiywr
Iae affectionately spoken at the
an electric torch.
(I
KjO.
'
-- rr
19, Do not heap op the grate and cnu KiiM. mw
.
51 Caato
then go awsy and leave the fire.
20. See that all atovepipea are AN APPRECIATION OP
JENKINS
J.
B.
clean, free from nut hole, and away
bAWw9wVwWwswW0wMM
from wood.
There waa a funeral in Gallup
21; Never throw waste paper on
which
majthe
of
afternoon
an open fire.
Tueaday
-- 22.
Protect floor and carpet from ority of the residents were either
hot stove legs.
ignorant or indifferent. It was the
23. Never hang clothe cloae to funeral of E. J. Jenkins, a colored
man. The writer knows nothing of
grate or stove.
24. Paper shades on electric light the previous history of thu man, of
his environment or anteeendants but
globes invite disaster.
25. Never start a fire with kero- - he doe know that under hia black
skin there beat the heart of a true
sene!
Every one who
26. "Banking up" a house with and upright man.
CORN
leaves k hanging out a sign. "Fire knew him or bad any relstions with
an
as
of
him
in
unite
him
spesking
Wanted."
GOODYEAR TIRES
man a man who rey
27. Spontaneous combustion will
credit
flected
pot
only upon bis own
toe
occur
u
are
in
oily
rags
kept
9 00
30 x 3 Smooth
mm knt nmm the human race.
'
bouse.
AND
8 95
30 x
28. If you smell gas. OPEN THE
Here was a man whose immediate
desand
yet,
22.45
WINDOWS, and call a plumber. If ancestor were lsvea,
tiiinit thst fact and the Handicap oi
23.25
you smell SMOKE, investigate
33 x 4
opWE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT
color, and witn possioiy meagre moyou FIND THE CAUSE.
1 20.45
31 x 4
portunities for an education and
It PERCENT DISCOUNT
ral Instruction he won for himself an
All Other Sizes Cut in Proportion
POTASH
PERLM UTTER
only distine- enviable distinction-th- e
iMmm tt Vm a Umr svtffUto tion that endores a spood name, an
Tk
will give a benefit movie show at the irreproachable character. In the last
os .iw oa nr.
$ 1.85
anal vein, in the final . resolution oi
n rvnk
Aluminum Step Plates
PHONE C4
atiured that thk will be one of the things, character alone survives, and
Flash Ughts
col
4.50
very best movie picture shows ever it waa thk that this unassuming
Spot Ughts
seen in Gsllup. Tickets are being sold, ored man, consciously or unconscious
.60
in.
hul hnilt far himself. "
Spark Plugs,
and all who buy ticketa will call at
75
'
in
was highly fitting that the editor
office
have
the
Rex
ticket
them
and
It
Plugs,
t- -t
Spark
QUALITY
SZIVICS
cny
exchanged for regular theatre tickets. of The Gallup Heraia ana ine pre-u$3.75 to 16.0f
Sun.Visori
nt
were
schools
of
io
to
the
This
meet
order
is
luperintendent
necessary
$14.00 to 22.50
Side Wings
at the funeral of the deceased
requirements of collecting war tax.
12.00 up
Bumpers
The ladies invite all to aee thk show,
svkmu their tnnuta ana w "ao- as it will both plesse and help! ni MMMrnitinii to true worth. It
Detroit Springs for all Cart
please those who tee the wonderful had the further effect of making for
WMssmaAsawraSanfiagyki
race fraternity and understanding. If yrasoflmrraaQ
picture and help the Altar Society.
the
heard
could
v
have
jmklm
"YOU CAN LAUGH YOBR
words of eulogy pronounced at his
Radio Sets Westinghouse Sen. $48.00
SORE THROAT AWAY" bter, by both white and black, he
RC Set $76.00. Magnovox Loud Speaker $30.00
PARIS
SHO?
would have felt it ample reward for
Western Electric $21.00
Howard Murnhv. thirtv-fiv- e
year his exalted and upright life.
Two Stage Amplifiers $50.00.
old, brought trouble upon himself
if the soul survives the dissolu
'
Only Escluaive Shoe Store in Gallup
when he used a quantity of liquor ai tion of the body, thte man of color,
Tubesand Other Accessories for the Radio
of
the
habilments
of
hi
a
sore
An
wash lor
the
hour stripped
throat.
Parts for Dodge Cars, New and Chevrolet, .
later he was found lying; helpless on flesh, will stand before hk Maker in
Overland, Saxon, Ford, Nash
a sidewalk.
tli. imneschable and immaculate
When srrsinged on a charge oi niMutnr nf his character,
-intoxication, Murphy told the Court The writer could not reskt the
that he bad suffered from a aore tempation of the inspiration to give
throat and that his employers bad emreesion to these aentimenta to
further word of tribute to a
told him to e a "little liquor aa a .aa
Firet-ClnJ
gargle to relieve the irritation.'' He worthy representative of hk race and
"
was
be
not
very
kind.
n
srargllne;,
good
DZAlX3.il
said, aad "wed a trifk too much."
J; E. WILLIAMS. '
Tba judge than gar Murphy a eus
WILLYS-KNIGH- T
Joaeh N. K. Artaai, Prcrrittcr
ponded sentence on condition that he Greatness k three parts vkion, two
s,
neao-lineonce
aee
a
to
tsa-wi- ta
- - at
parte industry, and live parts
OVEHLATsD
KICXr which wUl appear at the Sex
Lira Ingham News.
3
Theatre next Tueedcr asd Wednes
Car, Ccal Avcrra txJ
your aor Croat Friend: One who wd lend you
day. "You eaa
coot, aa at eaea money, near?: One whe dli
away," aatg
ZtrJxi Vsam.
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A great majority of the nawspap- aw oaed
ra of the United Stitea. hath
Uw.U.i
wnirauy managwa
r aa is ..the
MnniniH ahAiit thai
and amall, are free and independent j from rhigher up
manager ty to the
"plain peopb." But it la a
nu uwjr ipeno. vasi suma oi money oi the business onice; lar less
y
aa "the plain people" freday in keeping the avenues of .pendent than the man who seta his grim joke,
quently come to understand.
pubucjty open, so that the peocfle "copy" on the linotype machine.
it comai to ."keeping the an-nue- a
may know everything it la necessary
The independent newspaper, owned ..When
of publicity open," the chain
10
Know ior emigntonment ana i by an individual
or a company of ownea
newspaper la a hole In the
e
thorough knowledge upon which to stockholders living in the city of
.
road.
judgment of men and measure. Ilication, is responsive to public senti- Occasionally some dematoaua ment and alive to local public interansea in bis place and shrieks out ests.. It cannot fail to be so. The
maledictions agaUut the "kept press." chain newspaper haa no such respon
In moat instances such demanauo siveness. Its owner may desire a na
has made some unwarranted attack on tional candidate tor
president, or a
or has made an ass of himself in his national policy from congress which
public capacity, thus subjecting him- will be against the interests of a city
self to criticism or the amused com or a state. But the unit in that city
ment of the representatives of free or state must obey orders,
regardless
and independent newspapers. It has of consequences.
Thus these chain
come to be recognized generally that 'newspapers are not always success- wnen a puoiic man or an aspiring
l,
in spite of millions behind them
itician draws any volume of news-- 1 and management regarded as expert.
criticismhe usually has done They have lost responsiveness - and
paper
g
someimng to oeserve it. mere is independence. Usually they are
in the world so free and
to the older or "parent"
and wholly independent aa 'papera of the chain, helping in pay-th- e
average American newspaper, ment of such items of overhead
Nor is there any institution, speaking can be distributed among the unite
of newspapers as an industry, which
A lew oi these chain newspaper
strives so earnestly every day to tell groups have tried to control national
the truth and tell it all.
political events. In one or two in
In recent years, however, there has stances they have come dangerously
grown up in America a system of nesr 10 doing it. it is tnis tendency
8eek to guide the current of
y
newspaper ownership that is defin-!t- o
menacing to the freedom of the tional political events, to force upon
press aa American citizens understand groups of the public a line of thought
or s, program of policy, to put
and demand it. This is the
newspaper," or newspaper be- - pesentatives into the United States
loneine to a lartre arroun at mihlira. senate and the house of representa
tions belonging to one central owner-- 1 tives and to dominate state politics,
ship and subject to the dictation of a'that these chains menace that free-singtne Pre8S nd
owner or small group of own-- ! dom
sterling in-ers whose interests are in common.
dependence which the public welfare
Formation of these newspaper demands,
groups has been due to several causes;
Newspaper men have seen a great
to the fact that the operations of any many of these "chain" newspapers
newspaper under modern conditions develop. They have been heard to
and demands, requires large capital; ' protest their fealty to the people.l
to the ambition of some man or erouD Usually thev call it "the Dlain neoole"
of men to gain the power that ex- - with the tremolo stop pulled out to
tensive ownership gives: to the pro- - the limit and wedired so it cannot
fit to be reaped from such ownership slip back. But always it has been
when well established in prosperous noted, as time passes, that these
places; to industrial enterprises re- - newspapers are responsive only to the
g
"influence" and biir boss back in New York or Chi- quiring
domination of the public or of groups cago or Cleveland, where the money
of the public; and to political pur- - bags are; and that the real dictator
N.
poses which are seldom in the public of policy is not the public interest,
interest.
.
local or national, but the income of
.
Ttia.a a H Dalrn.nl
tlln.n Mnnii. ' . I AAn..n1 ttinn
iiiniM..
or chains of centrally owned news-'th- e
ticket the bosses want put over, I
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The scene was In a New Jersey
town on a bitter cold day last winter.
A violent wind was blowing. , Firemen and volunteer civilians beat out
the flying embers and sparks' from
what two hours before had been a
Church and' a comfortable home
which stood nearby.
.
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An overheated furnacedue to
the bitter cold was the cause. That's
why you should insure your home and
its furnishings NOW. Or, If already
insured, increase your pojicy to
amount of replacement in these days
of high costs.
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There are 70 per cent more fires
in the winter than" during the
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Coupe

825.00

Sedan

995.00

le

A Car Load Just Received for
Immediate Delivery

i

PHONE NO. 248

Chevrolet Agency

CHAS. W. DAVIS

far-flun-

General Insurance

A. ROSS, Manager
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INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICERS
W. R. CHILDERS, President

CHAS. IEHL,

Vice-Preside-

CHAS. SPENCER, Temporary Secy.

nt

DIRECTORS
HENRY BROCK

f

W. R. Childers has been in the Oil business for a number of years, starting in, as a boy
in the California oil fields in 1903. He has
worked in every line of the business from
to Superintendent, Drilling contracrough-nec- k
tor, and Producer; working in most of the fields
of the United States and Old Mexico.
Mr. Iehl has been in the automobile business for a number of years in Gallup, and is
well and favorably known as one of Gallup's
most successful business men.
Mr. Spencer is also known as a business
coal
man in Gallup, being connected with the
'
business for a number of years.
Of the Directors,. Mr. Arm is well known
as a business man of Gallup, being a resident
of the city for twenty-seve- n
years. Mr. Brock
has long, been connected with the oil development of New Mexico, being, the discoverer of
Coon is
the Seven Lakes Fields in 1911.
Cashier of the Aztec State Bank and is well and
favorably known as a business man and banker
through northern New. Mexico.
-- When
England began using spinning machinery it was necessary to protect the new
machine inside a stone wall. When iron ships
were first suggested all those that knew anything about ship building denounced the idea.

JOHN ARM

S. R. COON

as foolish, saying it was hard enough to keep
a wooden ship from sinking. Yet
nearly
all ships are iron or steel.
The steam railroad was denounced, even
the bjilliant Ruskin opposed what was destined to be man's greatest material benefit. He
thought it would ruin the beautiful countryside. Others thought the high speed would
kill those that traveled twenty miles an hour,
many continued investing their money in stage
Y
coaches.
"v
When Dr. Boylston vaccinated his son in
Boston about two hundred years ago, clergymen urged the authorities to try him for mur--x
der declaring smallpox to be a judgment of
God on the sins of the people.
Our proposition of manufacturing casing
head gasoline and crabon black is not a new
idea, although it is new to most of the people of
Gallup. There are thousands of plants operating in the U. S. and according to the reports
from the Bureau of Mines Department of Interior, the business has increased 47 per cent
since 1919.
We have 9,000,000 feet of gas in our two
wells one half mile from Aztec, N. M., also a
a capacity of three million
plant that will have out-pof 1500 gallons per
feet per day or an
black per day..
carbon
of
1500
and
pounds
day
to-d- ay

ut

We are better located at Aztec than we
be in Los Angeles, as all gasoline has to
be shipped at least 800 miles by rail into the
San Juan Basin. Therefore it is reasonable to
suppose that we will be able to market our
product at 20c per gallon. The freight rate
over D. & R. G. is $2.65 per hundred to Chicago,
which is the main market for carbon black.
According to tests this is the best carbon black
gas in the United States, and should bring from
40c to 43c per pound. But by taking 16c per
pound, which is the poorest grade, the plant
pays 213 per cent on the capitalization of the
company. This is not an oil proposition but an
industrial plant, and our figures are based on
tests and government statistics.
We appreciate the fact that we all have
good friends to advise us that it can't be done,
the same as they did when the steam railroad
started or the Ford Motor Co. In fact with every
thing that ever started you get this same advice.
The kind of men we want associated with us are
men that can investigate for themselves, as the
old friend seldom ever gets any place himself
and often keeps others from going ahead. All
we ask is for you to call at the office and see
government reports and other data.
would

Office: CorCprative Coal Company, 105 S. First
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Worth, Dallas, Kansas City, Uis
Los Angeles and San tnns'zi.
while on the Lee Anxelea wat tlry
heard the orchestra in the Littaana
hotel at Loe Anselea, and this stovcJ
to be the moot intereajig part ef
evening's program. They heard CJm
orchestra Just aa plainly aa tkous
they had been Seated In the scpper
room., of this, the fiaeat hotel in the
United States.
, An interestief feature of this concert waa that a number of Indiana,
who ware nearby, were curiously
attracted by the muaic, but too timid
to venture close uo they csnt un- deraUn the wonderful tricks of the
white man aet a wired reel on the
ground and hear voices singing, or
speaking, 4a far away Loe Angeles.

r

A man stood looking at the black
and smoldering debris where yesterday had been 'his HOME. A kind and
sympathetic neighbor approached.
The man turned, pointing to the ruins.
"There," he said "are twelve years of
toil, sacrifice and .savings. Lost all
lost my insurance is not
h
enough to replace it."
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Graat
ara unkrao only ia tlat "La Community
Social rrorrnm"
are
wicommon ana ait eeaarleu-oa- a
way
tboir
cootrut to tta common. CSUSC3 C7 TZ2 COLT ZTIZTI
by
in uo panorama of tuna tie great
...
x
Giiaecral) '. ..
man loom np Uka nowo'-pepeak
'
Ear. A. 1. C Dowi .
abov. a range of ailla. Laeh in ita
Twentieth Sunday after Trinity
oUtuoo rooraaanta a tint aairitnal
Holy Communion, 8 A. If.
forea rather than material Iore. The
graat propbaU and painter. Branca. Church School, 9:45 A. H.
Holy Communion and sermon. 11
ra and poets, musicians and patrtota,
...
,
aU atood fort foocbt for, Uvad for and A. U.
o
aioa ior, idoaia.
All graat . potential nowara hara Last Sunday Rev. A, J. 0. Dowie.
coma to na unheralded and unknown, rector of the Church of the Holy
for there ia nothing mora aimpia than spirit, (episcopal), waa assent from
fraatneaa. The greatest man Uka the the city, aerampanyinc Biihoo How-geatoat truth, ara the aimpleat The dan and Archdeacon Ziegler on a tour
great man ia what ha ia from nature of the Indian work on the San Juan
and ha riaea to hi height of fame river. The now hospital, near Farm-without reminding oa of. other. It ington, will be dedicated early in
.
Church wttli A

m

and cardial racier' l that I
Ufa happy thtre two year
said ia reAfter all that ia
counted, one thing ia certain, and
ia, that wo are indebted most cf all
for am success to our friend. And we

to.U

invito their further
this year may be an even greater
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(Written by Uncle John for The
Gallup Herald)
On next Sabbath day than will be
two periods of public worship-morn-ing
AS-E- t
V
THAT'S IT
'
and evening. The eubject
Gallup school patrons ahould read the report of Gallup
sermon will be, Dorothy:
the
for
morning
Ch,
mother, the new
to
is
called
schools as printed in this issue, and your attention
"When To Break Camp," and in the rally next door have got two little
n
cnua-resome
cnuaren.
01
At
iour
your
the alarming tardiness ol
ria and a foby boy what waa born
evening, "A. King' Confession."
;
each of these there will be good mus- fn a Ford."
are growing, soon to be men and women. In this day and
ic The male quartette ia to aing at ftfother: - "Dorothy, what-a- re
few oppor
van
im. men or women without education have very
the morning hou.
The
talking about A baby bora in a Ford I
tunities they must remain at the bottom during life-tim- e.
ser
church
It is our notion that a
How do you know?"
vice ought to do certain definite eleonly time in me ior an eaucation u wnue your cnuaren r
Dorothy: "One of the little
will
it
when
reach
that
before
age
they
ment. It should have the very best aald they had a bouncinc bahv hrA.
young and growing and
':.
music that can be provided; it should ther, too."
be too late.
.r.
contain an elomant of entertainment,
It is a crime for parents and guardians of children to allow
At Duab Dan's House
enough to produce a free and cheer-,
.
them to grow to manhood and womanhood without sufficient it only the pretended who call for Vocember.
ful apirit, and it must have a definite
Son
(sticking head through door):
contrast. However far above u the
education. .
religious earnestness. The church "Hey, Pop, the garbage man ia here."
METHODIST CHURCH
man
bo,
great
truly
may
they
alwaya
school
facilities offering make ua foal that
ia not only obligated to lift up the
In this day and time, with public
Father (still shaving): "Tell him
J. W. Hendrix, Pastor
they are our
'
great principle that make character, we don't want any today."
every opportunity for the education of children, and with some brother. "
The pastor has cone to Annual con but it must impress these upon the
parents or guardians too lazy or too careless to look after their No really arrest man aver thouarht ference and ha been returned for conscience of the people with a fer
Pet Mast Exercke
a graat a aa really waa.
another year. It give great pleasure vor that burn them into their live. It was on a
children's training and schooling, it would be well to turn back nimaeu
No nan ever became great by imi to be
city aide street leadthe stocks and whipping tation, a great man must nve u
again in the same church and This order of services will be main- ing: to the four-fosome hundred years and
square of green
We
same
the
friends.
reflect
tained
we
as
among
can
best
the
through
the proper punishment of something new in thought or fact with
grass, called a park, that an awk-waposts aa a means of administering
those kind- - year.
deep
'
gratitude
upon
youth carried a' bird cam In
Great men never lose their child
such parents.
which sat a contented Tom cat
No matter how well managed or systemized the schools like heart They give to the world
fliesNvhich have lost their brilliant
"What are you doing: with that t
a great affection and it is this, when
may be, nor how hard and earnest the teachers may work, they
color. Therefore, the young man who in a cage?" ' asked Nosey.
are gone, which the world keep
ia extravagant and ambitious must
children who are absent days and days, sometimes absent parts and holds for them. Because great
"Taking the missus' bird out for an
choose between honesty and mortify airing," was the reply.
of days, often late for classes, it is utterly impossible for the men possess this passion to serve
"Where's the bird?" ,
rather than to be served, to give
ing exclusion, or gaiety purchased by
teachers to accomplish results utterly impossible for tardy rather
"Inside the cat."
than to get, to do something
dishonesty.
children to learn or advance. Such parents have no ideals for for
In a short while the vouth return.
The extravagant person is
the world, we find act and
ed, leading a bulldog.
their children just exist and live out a haphazzard life. The eloquence most commonly going great
on in
"Where to now, Simple?" again
children are not to blame, but the parents are, and it is upon nana.
The road to greatness is through
FOR OUR CONSTITUTION asked Nosey.
such parents that we heap our condemnation.
loss ol sell in the thought of all
"Taking the missus' cat home."
"Where's the cat?"
(J. Wight Giddings in The Taos
"Inside the dog."
CONTROL ONLY BUGBEAR
UNCLE
Valley News)
Giddap, Napoleon.
The New Mexico Bar Association
held its meeting recently and all
- We've Heard This Before
person shrieks to
Every now and then some panic-stricke- n
the session there were The maple syrup' huhnin',
through
of
control
the
Jews
are
Heaven
the
that
rapidly
getting
high
(AutocMtCT Service)
speeches made favoring adherence to We've honey stored away.
''
V
"
.
United States.
our Constitutional provisions and law
The new names may be smarter
AWTQCArm, "
Waffles are a delightful dish
When Henry Ford opened his attack on the Jews every than the old ones used to be, but I
enforcement. Attorney Renehan, of On a cool October day.
EXTRAVAGANCE
of
Santa Fe was one of the speakers
nations on reckon, that the old names sounded
wiseacre whose province is to settle the affairs
can't fergood to me. .
Extravagance is a prolific source who (Cave an address in hia iinunl Crabby Diner "Well, if this ia
the street corner, said that settled Henry. If he ever had poli- mighty
ret Sarepty, nor the old-tiMary of dishonesty. Extravagance may be brillant atvle and fnrrafiil num. chicken, I'm. an old fool."
tical ambitions he might as well abandon them.
Ann, Jehosaphat, Josiar,
even Beer-aheb- a defined as a foolish expense, or ex- - sion. His presentation of facta that! Sweet Young Waitress "Quite
influenKu
Klux
Klan
a
of
the
Then came the cry
large,
an Dan. . . . The gentle
? cieariy. before the people is 'right, sir. It's chicken."
disproportionate to one's
tial and secret organization was needed to keep the Jews in Kuth or boyhood day. I reckollect psnse
means.
wonny 01 siuay ana consideration.
"'
.""
her well and Alice Janes a purty
.-'
check.
Something to Attain
Such extravagance may be found in Judge Reed Holloman dictated the
Jones "What is your highest amlong side or isabelle! A
all grades of society, but it is chiefly following resolution, which was unanAn examination of the facts, however, show the absurdity uower like
d
n
which ex- bition?
Jabez was a title that apparent among the rich, those aspir- imously adopted, a
of all this ringing of the alarm. Of more than fifteen and half would stick, and
Fm certain that Eli- - ing to wealth, and those
presses the true American spirit: .
Bones "To be as good as the man
to
wishing;
in
live
United
the
world
million Jews in the
hu didn't signify no hick! O, I lift my be
only 3,602,150
"Resolved, that we are unalterar.lv my wife say she could have mar- affluent. In other words,
thought
States. Of these, 1,643,012, representing 29 per cent of the hat to Charlotte, though she's drift it is the overreaching of social ambi opposed to any invisible emnire which ied if she hadn't married ma."
fur away and I pay respecks to tlon, Imagination and competition. in'Bees l uominaie ana control our
total population, live in the City of New York. The heart of ed
blossoms like Evangeline an' Hay.
It Misht Be Caminr
order to make a social demonstration) government. We denounce such or- 604,houses
has
the big town, Manhattan,
657,101. Brooklyn
. And,
while Reuben wasn't t hp vnnnv man nonrU knrrnuri KaMZatlong 88 the Ku Klux Klan a
Suitor (fervently leading up to pos- 380. The strongest percentage, 38 per cent of the residents, is comic in the sacred days of yore, they steal in order that he
unpatriotic and "Me proposal climax) "Oh, Helen, I
'"g
keep up
6hown in the Bronx, where 278,169 Jews live and have their seem to think he's comicker than what appearances. When themay
young manl't8 purposes and activities to be a nave had something hesitating on my
he was before!
There's poetry in goes beyond his legitimate income to,ulrec' auac upon tne fundamental "Ps ior some me 1
being.
l,
and Peter, John, and Jane, purchase
theater boxes, and finance ' principles of our government Such1. Helen "Yes, I have noticed i-tin
The majority of the Jews in America are quartered the I never
could convince myself that automobile
parties, frequent golf a" orgaization should not exist in a,Dut anave it on, George. It'll never
large cities, including Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleve Helen is profane. . . I don't com- links and other
country. Either it must be de- - Kw
places where the idle
plain at Gwendolyn or modern
and indifferent congregate, he is both troyed or our government is endang-mentall- y
land, St. Louis, Pittsburg and, let us not forget, Detroit.
because a rose with any
w pledge ourselves to uphold
lered- and morally dishonest
More than 67 per cent of the world's Jews live in Europe
Specific
"
name, may allers smell a sweet!
whn tries to anrjear tn ha and Support the constituted author- man
The
Burglar (to lawyer who has just
1923-2- 4,
to
book
for
the
Harry
compiled
year
according
by
succeeded
in
of
'a any part our country in f.
having him acquitted)
something which he is not is a social
Schneiderman. Poland contains 3,500,000, Russia 3,113,066,
I It Worth Saving?
In order to keep that appear-!in- 8
every Constitutional means with-anc- e "Thanks, sir, I'll drop in and see
the British Empire 795,466, Germany has 615,000, Hungary Every time one gets the notion that
some
time."
before the public he has to act-- M their power to eradicate any or- - you
, Lawyer "Why
er
498,000, France and its possessions 411,500, the Irish Free perhaps something ought to be done ually steal. In fact, extravagance, ganuauon 01 mat cnaracter, This make
ye. But
remain a government of laws
it in the day time."
save Europe one European nation which is the expenditure of money
and Aus to
State 5,161, the rest being found in Czeho-Slovaki- a
'
or another does something to create necessarily, and the expenditure of fi"d not ol mobs."
tria.
A Model Collection Letter
doubt whether Europe i worth sav money beyond the realms and bound- In these turbulent days of blocs and
It is interesting to note that in Palestine there are only ing. Newark (N.
It is rumored that a certain young
aries of legitimate, incomes is but an- - isms and insurgency, a fealess
J.) Star-Eag- e.
society lady of this city knead bread
word for larceny; trying to pression from our citizens is
83,794 Jews, so that so lar as America is concerned, JNew zone
with gloves on. Thia incident may be
Whether or not "America is about steal public opinion and therefore and needed. We want to stand helpful
may truly be said to be the new Jerusalem.
square
to die of her gold," as Louis
r,
stealing the money of others in order for the Constitution, one of the most peculiar but there are other. We
a French financier, asserts, to perpetuate the show.
remarkable documents ever drawn NEED Bread with our shirt on. We
need bread with our shoes on, we need
there is no European nation that Some are ambitious of fashionable and
GOOD AND'
showing a vision and foresight
would not like to contract the disease.
society, and will gratify their vanity that was inspired. The" great need bread with our pants on,, and unless
r
at any expense. The victim is strait-''o- f
Chicago Daily News.
this day is obedience to and re-- we get a few of our outstanding acenea ior money; witnout it ne must spect lor the United States Const! counts on our books, we will soon
Judge R. C. Garrett and Jack Garrett, managers of the
fox ever trotted abandon his rank; (or fashionable solution. The bar association has ex need bread without a dBex and Park theatres, have been showing us communications No
thing on,
'
remorselessly rejects all butter- - pressed this clearly and emnhatirallv. and this city will be a Garden of
with leading movie picture concerns, which testify to their ef the way some young people
if collections don't improve.
Eden,
forts to secure the very best and highest class of pictures being
You can do much to nrevent thin.
"
Please send us your check to balproduced. We are convinced that Messrs. Garrett & Garrett
ance your accounts.
are booking the highest class pictures that money can buy.
Thanks!
WANTED-SUTT
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BETTER PICTURES

-

Letters shown us by Messrs. Garrett St Garrett also show that
often pictures are booked and paid for at such prices as to leave
a very small margin of profit for the Rex managers, but this is
done in order to maintain for the Rex the very best possible re
putation for high class entertainments. Pictures of an educa
tional and wholesome moral character is the aim of these show
men, costing much more than the ordinary light kind, all for
the entertainment of the picture-goin- g
public.
Good and better pictures is the watch-wor- d
of Garrett &
Garrett, and the public should appreciate such efforts.
-

LET 'EM GO: If Dominick Rollie's dreams come true,
there will be some real stuff pulled off at the National Elks

Convention in Boston Indians to go from this section and
dance for the Elks at Boston. Rollie says that he doesn't mean
to compete with any of Mike Kirk's dreams, but to
with Mike in advertising the 1924 Indian Ceremonial. It will
be some stunt let 'em go.
,

A

NEW FALL

-

Magnetic Mabel's Mail '
I am greatly distressed at a seeming coldness
on the part
of my husband. When we were first
married and I was a slender slip of

Dear Mabel:

a girl, he was very demonstrative.
He always called me "little one" and
would hold me on his knee for hours.
We were so hannv. I am now twica
the woman I wa then, I weigh in at
200 lb.. Vet he no lonmr hnlria ma em.
hi knee and never calls me little one.
He has no call to freeze up on me,
the miserable little worm he only
weighs 115 lbs. on the hoof. 111 give
you my, word he's not so much to look
at. Between you and me, Mabel-m- ind
you, I ay this entirely without
malice he' a hair tripe. He hould
grow cold and hand me the Klondike
Shimmy. I'd can him tnmmrmi nnlv
he' a real good check
irir. Ill
hand him that You know all about
men and their
weigh, Mabel. What
wumu you ao T
f.

WE DID IT: After the Ceremonial was over this paper
suggested that the grand stand at Lyons Memorial Park could
be used for base ball, foot ball and other sport activities. This
suggestion is being recognized, as already foot ball and base
Vinll ommoa ore hoi nor nl armor) Tn tVia maan tims laf a nnt fniwat
to properly protect the improvements which the Ceremonial
has added to the Park this is up to the county commissioners.
ARTHUR SAYS: To invite the United States to join the
League ol Nations simply means to ask our Nation to
join in with all the bankrupted foreign countries, says Arthur
junsoane.
eo-can- ed

V.:: ELFIE

D.

Dear Elfie: You must hava llnari
against an awful nronnair.mn.- - Anv
man who will cease
holding his 200
lb. wife on his 115 lb. knee must be
beef
d
',.w,"i!?r"-"anexpensive and
all. The only thine- - tn An. U vn
Up

want

to

hamr nn

t. n
Rnnn ammwHara

(l.il

ton-Mg-

THE WHITE HOPE:

Advertising
hope of the alert business man.

apace ia the white

:

He doesn't lanm
Reduce! Not all invar at
uut n men at a time. Head all
the ada in the SnnHav Rnnnlamanfa
Buy everything that comes in bot- .
Mu
ww wi IV.
wiu purpose, wear every appliance that is recommended
.
. . from . an
J. ammet. to
a rubber union
,f
SUit Take somathinv nn tKa ni,r.
aide. If you're not reduced In
a,
you will be in parse. Then, all
1m failing, trr holdln
the tSooft
QUCe.

volume.
:

rKKTTY SOON :Don't be inpatient, good people. It
will not be long before you are told lor whom you may vote for
resident 01 tne united States. Have patience and wait.
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Caadlno, m eU time GtZnp
fftisoB, , bow of Gradate, CjL, waa
bm tils weak ieoklnt after busraau
wteroUa.

I.

rttorned from his
trip to Albuquerque and expects to
hii shoe repairing shop in tie
vj
Mr ruture.

'

;

.

Marshall, ctty S'ssman for
the
N. Cotton Comoary. is in AI- Suppom your ntUthbor would ad
buquerqus rscuporating alter under- - vartiu that Ma hntiaa would arva tai.
going a surgical ortraon, at St. with a kick on the sttiiinf of October
Marys noapual lor adnok ana ton- - If and 17 1 Would you to, or wouia
".
sUitis.
.'you stay away? U tm dldnt co. you
would tell all yoar neighobrs, and
E. K. Errett is fating the place aa there would bo a great crowd present
city salesman for the C. N. Cotton to enjoy the tea with a kick. Next
Company during the absence of P. H. Tuesday and Wednesday you are in
vited to be at the Rex and see "Tea
,
Marshall.
With a Kick." You will bo delighted.
For. Insurance of all kinds, sat
Charles W. Davis, .109 South Second
Mr. and Ms. Roscoe Rodgers have
v tt eturned from their visit in OklahoStreet Phone 243.
ma and Kansas.
They visited with
VIOLATIONS OF THE
Mrs. Rodgers' father at Tyrone, Okla.,
VOLSTEAD LIQUOR ACT and with relatives of Mr. Rodgers in

v

"

Htcitinj Stoves
We Have Ever Had

L&snojn

Hardware

Furniture

;

Seme Turnips, and
Then Some Turnps

"

.

Mrs. J. H. Witt of the White- water section brought in a s.mpi. of
the turnips they grow down there.
After seeing them and cooking them
we have decided that Lonefellow
wrote his famous "Turnip , Poem"
while on a 'Visit in the Whitewater
section. They were extra large and
just as fine flavored as they could
possibly be. We are glad to note the
tunic ox inose w nice water dry land
farmers.
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boys of Gallup are very aenrsda- of the way Gallup people re
sponded 'and turned out to meet the
apsclaL
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Geo. A. Keepers and John J. Era
mons spent the week in the vicinity
of Farminrton. lookinc after shio-ment ox sneep.
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Repeating Sunday's Program
TUESDAY anil WEDNESDAY

Oct
Priadlla

POLA NEGRI'S HANDS

11-1-

7

Dean in

"DRIFTING"
The Picture You Will Never
Forget
Universal Comedy

Pols Neari's beautiful and expres
sive hands are ono of her most valuable assets in her acting. In "The

Cheat," a Paramount picture, of
which she is the star, produced by
George Fitsmaurico, ahe makes marvelous use of her hands in "putting
al
oven emotlonsl or.
meanings. One might gain the motive of- the scene without seeing her
face, if only her hands were visible.
Jack Holt is featured snd Charles de
Roche is in support of this picture,
which will be the feature at the Rex
theatre next Thursday and Friday.

i

Mayo In

"THE FIRST DSGSES"
Fighting Blood, Round Throe
Ruth Roland in
"THE HAUNTED. VALLEY"

over the rouga roads the man was
bounced out and so badly injured that
ho was a brought in and placed in tho
a
i.
aotpuaL
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SUNDAY, Get. 14

Last Saturday Prof. Prke took
trip out towards Grants. Eia ear cot
atuck
mud, and Sunday went
out to bring in tho car. Enroute back,
ho picked up a man to give him
ride, the man seated himself in the
body of tho car, in the rear, the ear
boing of the delivery stylo. Coming
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THURSDAY and FRIDAY

Oct 18.lt

semi-tragic-

Another Big Special
"POOR MEN'S WIVES"
Every Woman in Gallup Should
Bring Her Husband To
See This Picture
Fox News

A number of Gallup people attend
ed the Whitewater fair last week and
all report that it was a great fair.
.
Kansas.
Many were surprised to see such fine
The sheriffs department
exhibition' of farm products, all
report
Mrs. Roscoe Rodgers is again with grown without irrigation dry land
two cases of Volstead Act violations.'
arrest made by Deputies Jennings the SummersMilllnery.
farming. Turnips and pumpkins seemo
and Poe, and trials before Judge
ed to have attracted more attention,
H. Clark announces the
Dr.
Chester
CHIROPRACTOR
SATURDAY, Oct 20
Schauer
and these presented soma of the fin- removal of his offices in
Thursday afternoon John
Gallup to
Stalick, charged with possession of
est ever produced any where. One 207
Tom Mix in
South Second street. Office hours,
Dr. O. C Warrinsr, Pago Building.
liquor, fined $200 and costs; Vincinto
man, from the rich and fertile lands 10 to 11 A. M., 2 to 4 P. M., and 7 to
"THE TEXAN"
Gomel charged with possession of li Phone 88.
of the Brasos bottoms- - near Waco, 8 P, M, Office
phone, 13; residence
quor, lined $100 and costs. "
Jimmy Aubrey Comedy . ;
Texas, said that he had never seen ; phone,
C. Duke of Palo Alto, Cal., was here
.....
o :
finer and better exhibitions.
, ;
this week calling on Lebeck A Wylie,
Mr. and Mrs. Yersin took out their
Mr. and Mrs. Del Arcv have re
Miss Mary Willson came over from
Stetson hats.
Alta radio and cut in for entertain Albuquerque
turned from their trip to Santa Fe selling
Saturday to spend Sun- ments, picking up stations of Los An day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
where they were called on account of
H. B. Reedy of Chicago was in Gal- treles
COMING NEXT WEEK
j, n u n H7iii.nn
and other places. This rsi"10,
wife of Teddy Arcy, lup this week calling on Lebeck ft
stunt was more than some of the In
brother It SS.
Mrs. Wallace Reid's Great ,
Wylie, selling Holeproof hosiery.
dians could stand, some of whom
Alfred Ruiz is home again
Picture of the Dope Traffic
Judge
quietly away to their hogans after a few
The Candy Shop is now servinar hot
visit with old friends
Books to make every Child happy slipped
"HUMAN WRECKAGE"
wonder what the white man would in Holbrbok,daysArizona.
to
ta males and genuine Mexican chili,
d
Judge Ruiz
educational
an
Interesting at do next.
Arizona
of
a
member
was
the
, 7chg-t- g
7chg-2- t
legislStudio.
l Willis
o
ature some years ago,' and has many
t
Landlord
Lucky
in
he
which
section
friends
warm
that
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Conley have
Many people consider Pola Negri
A landlord in a certain town found
represented.
gone to Richmond, Cat., for their fu- -, the most beautiful among all the it no
easy matter to collect his rent
ture home, Mr. Conley being transfer stars. You can see her at the Rex
unfailing regularity.
CARD OF THANKS
The
Shop is now serving hot
red to that place from Gallup as car i next Thursday and Friday in her su with
One woman was
trying tamalesCandy
Mexican chili.
and
'
genuine
inspector.
Perfeatuw production, "The Cheat." in this respect, andparticularly
himhe thought
We wish to thank all those
7chg-t- g
who
self lucky if he only received from
A very exciting melodrama pack' were kind to us during the illness and
her part of the rent due
ed with thrills packed with suspense mt? of our be,oved son and brother.
One morning when he called at heri
romance
a smashing cli- - William J. Daze.
n
house she offered htm half a dollar. m uiiuoum
c ,hi
Mr. and Mrs. William Daze
ni.
ntrn
"la that all you've got for met" he ture ,t the Strand next Tuesday and
and Family. ,
-

.

.

-

,..i

o
mvV-vj Wednesday,
u
iiiuvu its aiicai
CARD OF THANKS
"Go on, now, and be satisfied," was
Mrs. J. L. Flanigan is visiting in
tha rpDlv. "You wouldn't have that
I wish to extend niv sincere thn,m
and stopping at the home of
if my old man hadn't sold the back'u- -. n.
to those who so kindly rendered their
assistance during the last illness of
Chas. W. Davis attended the State my Mother.
ALTAR SOCIETY
RUTH BROADHEAD
Insurance Agents' Convention at Las
the week.
Gamerco, N. M.
The members of the Altar Society Vegas during
o
were delightfully entertained at the
Yours for Health, Dr. O. C. WarDr. 0. C. Warriner, Chiropractor,
home of Mrs. J. H. McDermott in Sun-riner, Page Building. Phone 88.
Page Building. Fhone 88.
..
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nyside, Thursday afternoon.
The rooms were gay in autumn
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se
leaves and flowers and the gracious lect from,
strictly fresh, direct from
hostess bade every one welcome.
Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alli
the'
The meeting was called to order by
N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store.
the president, Mrs. J. B. McQuade and son,
discussed
to
benefit
were
a
plans
give
show at the Rex theatre in a few Word has ben received here from
weeks.
Mrs. Margaret Howard McGinn anThis was followed by a social hour
nouncing the death of her father,
a
which all enjoyed, and later
dainty Jack Howard Sr., which occurred at
lunch was served. The ladies pre Miami. Ariz., October 10. Burial was
vent were: Mesdames Cavanaugh, at Miami on the 12th. Mr. Howard
K raker, Koenig,
Walker, was an old time resident of Gallup,
Castillo,
Lebeck, and the family is well known here.
Beddow,
Oldham, Withelm,
Philips,. Harding and Miss M. Kirk.
o
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se- chili at the Candy Shop.
7uhg-t-f
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from
AlliFloral
the Reinhardt
Gardens,
Pola Negri and Jack Holt will inson, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store. terest you in in that very attractive
movie production, "The Cheat," at the
Rex next Thursday and Friday.
Try a Glass of Burkey's Ice Cold
lt
Milk for Dinner.

G. SHANK

UN
STRICKEN VERY ILL

Last Saturday the news spread rapidly that L. G. Shanklin had been
stricken suddenly and very ill with
appendicitis and had been placed in
St. Marys hospital. Saturday night
surgeons operated on him, removing
the appendix, and because his ca.e

It.'a
nf nil.'ll .UtlinilDnABH
havn hen
hi.
condition sin,- th nnpratinn
day night The Herald learned that La
was considered on the road to recovery, that all danger of complications
had been passed.
WHS

fPieIlli

Th...

"People are gradually forgetting liquor," says an expert on the results
of the Volstead Act. Drinking tea is
aa old as the oldest nation China.
The Chinese are the oldest nation of
Buick
history. They are the greatest tea
drinkers of all people, and among tho
J. E. Sallee has arrived from Oklamost healthful. But the Chinese did
homa and is now with the F. A.
not furnish this subject. There are
jewelry and music store as
Mich. Last even- just 27 movie stars in "Tea With a
CHEBOYGAN,
watch maker.
ing Harry W. Harris, of the Murr-Harr- Kick," to be shown at the Rex next
Automobile Company, dealers Tuesday and Wednesday.
Glenn W. Curtiss, proprietor of the
Curtiss hotel, has returned from his in Buick and Cadillac cars, called on
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
Tmr T trArw firitA tar tiara Yta
f
representative of The Sentinel, to
7chg-t- f
was called on account of the serious demonstrate to him the values ol the chili at the Candy Shop.
illness of his - mother. His mother i new im jbuick louring cr in huuhi
V.auIon if (arlnt
niln
HftAi7A.
REMEMBER THE DANCE
mam
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The finest original screen story ever
written and Pola jegri the star !
The longest, strongest series of BIG
scenes ever flashed and Pola Neg- rl at her emotional best! See her
first sympathetic role, and thrill to
all the emotions that life can know !

&

EI 'TO EAT: RE
Ttarsw aid; Friday

i

weeks before the new Buick
lFor
was offered to the buying public there

'

The American Legion members
Leave orders now for. Paintings or 'were rumors of all sorts concerning would have all to remember their anof the new model.
frttt
nual dance to be given on November
, .
IIMfcO
Wl rkriefmaa
vm&wviaw nift.a.
vamf ft f thft construction
It was s known fact that the Buick lu Armistice eve. Everything will
7chg-Willis' Studio.
Company nau spent unmnivcu muncj be done to make this the big dance of
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se- and months of time in perfecting the the season.
the
o
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from motor which they presented to like
She took in her hands the honor of
tho Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alli- public this month, but nothing exthe man she loved and shattered it
son, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store. the sensational result atained was
and only in the fires of sacrifice and
.
pected.
Thu aroatcr feature of the car Is repentance did Cassie Cook's soul beMr, come clean.
See Priscilla Dean in
Sam Lorenzino calls our attention 'Ilia fklir wheel brake svstem.
at the Strand next Tues"Drifting,"
to the news item in last week's Her- Harris had nerfect confidence in his
ald wherein it was stated that he brakes, snd speeded up his car to 30 day and Wednesday.
made complaint against City Mar- miles an hour, drove it up to within
shal W. P. Diggs, Mr. Diggs having ten feet of a car just aneaa ana siep
The worm will turn, but the parstruck Lorenzino in the face with his ed easily on the brakes. The car ticularly mean ones wont turn out
an hour and give another chap half the road.
hand, that he (Lorenzino) was at the came to a purring five miles
time acting as interpreter for Carl in less than a minute. The remark-Long Beach Telegram.
feat was accomplished without
Brunetti, Brunetti being the driver of
the car that hit the Collins car. Lor- the least sliding of the tires or dis
Chicago dentist is arrested for
enzino claims that he. was not dis- onmfnrt of those ridinfir in the car, counterfeiting. Evidently a specialist
the marshal. The brake anDlied equally as easy in plate work. Dectur Herald.
obeying the wishes-o- f
It is our understanding that Mr. ion turns, and the guidance of the car
with' the brake lull on is unimpaired. "A good name is rather to be chosDiggs was making an effort to determine the responsibility of the acc- The brake pedal pushes in with the en than great riches," but a good
of a Diano Dedal bringing the name with great iches must be still
ident, and that as Mr. Lorenzino was
a smooth stop within a few more satisfying.
asked
car
to
he
considerable
talking,
doing
A
heavier body all around is
sucn
feet.
Lorenzino-ttmngs
keep quiet,
A man isn't always pleased to get
are name to nanpen on sucn occa required for the construction of a four
sions. If our officers do not take steps wheel brake and the Buick frame inis a new suit if it's one filed against
him in court.
to ascertain the responsibility of such hnilt to stand years of service,
accidents they are subject to criticism, either city or mountain traffic.
and during the time officers are on Bedow Buiok Company of this city
the job doing what they can, they will be glad to demonstrate this wonshould not be interfered with. We derful new car.
o
THERE'S A REASON WHT
are sure that Mr. Diggs dislikes such
Tho Candy Shop is now serving hot
incidents as much as does Mr. Loren
tamales snd genuine Mexicsn chili.
zino.
.

2t

.

,

ycng-i- g

Hot tamales and genuine
chili at the Candy Shop. .

PEOPLE TRADE AT

Mexican

A man doesn't mind admitting to
his friends that his wife is too good
The beautiful Pola Negri will ap for him. but ho knows thers'd bo no
pear at tho Km next Thursday and living with her if she should find it
out.
Friday in "The Cheat"
7chg-t-
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Is now In Co county
Jeac'
and Pee took Us trail aM ran I
TSioreeu. i
down as he was
was wall armed, V.
cao;- -t ke t
the' officers that had he known tL.
they were officers that they wot
not have landed kin, thus sbowir
that he meant to f.;- -t his way
This Is another case where a
with a check book " can isstu
io
checks and get what he wants. Our
merchants and business people should
know that a check la good before they
take it. Taking checks from strange
era is
Business.
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established the
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makable fact that the coal producers
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are making Ins money at the high- lmuwt taaaim
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er price for which they new sell their uk aiftr.
gripping traction
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war
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and for long,
when coal was worth leak than one Gotten mfi iswIlMite
4444 t4.Tt
Northwa Stata
nomical wear.
a
offer
to
would seem
half of the present price at the mine In other words, an
industry effectnianrfid chance to a man who wants tipple. It is a fact that some of the .
woman and child of
man.
every
A
ing
r Swwkm Sflk
to go back and tell some town what larger producers' are not making in- more than one hundred and 10 million
r.caM-mt- ni
Mm mm mil mn4
Ctfilfnr
he really tninics ox w wimoui airing terest on their investments, no urge people, and which it demanding of
(A
Cot
Mf
inhabitants opportunity to retaliate.
producer is making more than in pre- them an unreasonable increase in the
Tttmd antf
war days, and many small producers
New York Herald.
tktm mp with HmndmrJ
price they pay for one o the great
are hardly getting by, and are wear- necessities
of life and threatening the
their
out
without
re
ing
equipment
Caas. leal
producers ' with f inanial destruction
serve
for
replacement
Soaikwestera Motor Co.
while doing it, is paring more for la
Conditions in the bituminous coal bor which requires little or no preWatsoa Motor Co.
A GIGGLE GUKLGING
mining industry mast interest New liminary apprenticeship than is paid .
Y
GULP
OP GLEB
Mexico, because this state hma nn. n any of the great manufacturing
WITH PRETTY
$1
countable millions of tons of rood and produmg industries of the nation
475 Department Stores
GIRLS. PEPPY
coai, co ds mined some day. If that requiring ' the greatest skill of real
'
coal can not be mined at a point under artisans, who must
SCENES AND GOR- spend years of
tr
present conditions, and those condi- their life acquiring knowledge of their
GEOUS REVUES.
Looking Forward to
"
T V
(
tions can not be corrected immnHi. trades.
there will be no new wealth
ately,
Needst
Your
Mexico
between
the
New
is caught
Spring
'r
brought to the state because of th mill stones. Coal costs
the New Mexopening up of its immense natural ico consumer two times what it cost
The Manager of this
weaitn in coal during the life time before the war and government med
of those now here. Store has recently been in
be no new
The bituminous induain nt tw Idling, and, yet there can because
the
enterprises
attendance at the regular
United States, some months ago coal producing
producers are not making as much as
named
a
committee
of
disinterested
Fall buying conventions, at
did with pre-wprices, and
experts for the purpose of investigat- they
these producers are losing
of
many
which our 475 busy Stores
and
ing
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m
reportine on the existing con.
on their investments.
ii
ditions in the industry. That commit money
' were represented.
The known coal wealth of New
'
A
satire
XCtee has reported on conitions and has Mexico
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,11
is more than all the wealth of
w
undoubtedly found one of the reasons the world, probably several times
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for the continued trouble and demor
our Managers
Combined,
maae ior laughter pur- I
I
e
II
more, and yet, because of
of
alization
the
conand
the
Good Eye Sight is one of the
industry,
poses only. The Wets,
n
placed orders totaling apII
conditions, we will be unable to do
I
stantly increasing costs to the final much
Greatest Assets to Man or
the Drys and those in
I j I
consumer while reducing profits to now moreat than to keep the mines
"
proximately $35,000,00.00, for
open
production.
Woman.
the producer, but the remedv has not
There is much more in this situagoods to be delivered for the
been named.
to
tion
interest
New Mexico, and it
If Nature or Circumstances
Spring season.
It is significant that the rate of nav would be well for the people of the
have Cheated You out of Perin the coal mininar industry has drawn state to
give some time and study to
fect Eyes then Your Beat
'
workers until at the present time the the problems to be worked out by
Something of the extent
Chance for Good Vision is the
mining of soft, coal must be classed thorn, nr for'them. n that it thev nn
of this Company as Nationas unskilled labor as the laborers en- - j not be of assistance in
Prompt and Careful Attention
solving these
wide distributors of goods of
ter the mine and at once secure the great problems they! will
of a Competent Optometrist,
at least
'
high wage, without any Preliminary knnw tn koon iwsv mm omtiirrau.
need, is gleaned.
every-da- y
SEE US
training being required. In fact, 'ing those who are working to their
.
every mine laborer resents the Bug- - interests.
i
gestion tnat he needs any training if
that taining Is not on the time and at
Get
the expense of the producing comJEWELER AND OPTICIAN
panies. All the better companies
guard the lives of the men with every
,
,
device, and no longer does
innnnouuuuuounnnnnnn accreditee,
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vne .lie 01 me woricer aepena entire- CARLSBAD, N. M, Oct 6. Sher- - T7T
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training ami SKui as a iff Ned Shattuck and his force of de
ALL KINDS OF
TVs
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,
puties have ben making it. hot for
""- - bootleggers recently, and by bringing
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Mexican and his private still last
?Kl"ei,m.!? IC8nIeJarn. h,ghr waLe.".in,in
AND
CHOICE
",uua"- """'"on night, added one more capture to the
attractive
comthe
better
wage
lyi
i8t The Btm several gaUon8 of mash
i panies maintain good schools, splen- - and quantity of liquor
SAIISAr.F CURED AND SALTED MEATS
were confis- did
good boarding cated ln a barn on the farm of An.
hospitalfacilit.es,
.
i 8lngle
cIean
. Uriquides,
who lives
,C0Jn!"en fnd
few
-lunuuie nouses at a low rental lor
n
it.:..:j.
fhA
mnrriorl
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man
amsbl V414 was brought to Carlsbad and placed
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llr Id 1CIIIOIACU
in coal mining camps where the opthe county jail.
erators are not forced to struesrle in Buck
Montgomery, who has been
against tne strangling grip or the(heid ln jau the past few days on a
union it is not unusual to find sewage
.bootlegging charge, was turned over
Sam G. Bratton.
J.
.1
.
III disposal and water Systems equal to to Texas authorities today and he was
Under this decision, soldiers, sailII tne best found in any modern city of returned to that state to answer the
similar size. The miner gets his fuel more serious
ors, marines, and their unmarried widcharge of selling liquor
at a nominal cost, and the companies to
a minor. It is charged that the
ows, and army nurses are exempted
maintain
usually
moving picture home brew furnished by this man is
SANTA FE, N. M., Oct. 9. The 'from the payment of property tax upclubs
shows,
and Otner lOrniS Olttha rwa rf C.rUhA
l
knv Ixrim
s Idier exemption law passed by the on property up to $2,000 valuation for
tf - r
amusement at a cost far below aim a local
almost at the point 1023 legislature today was held by the year 1922 and thereafter. If they
hospital,
ilar entertainment elsewhere. In many of death. -- It has not been
the state supreme court to be consti- are allowed in addition $200 exempoi tne gooa camps reading rooms and determined whether this is definitely
sole tutional except as to one provision in a tion already allowed the head of a
the
recreation parks are maintained at cause of his
illness, but it is reported friendly suit
by R. F. Asn- - family. They are exempted from the
company expense. In connection with that his unconscious state is due to an lund, director brought
of the state taxpayers' payment of the 13 road tax for 1923
these
items
coal
the
com-'
committee
in
overdose of bad whiskey.
association, to test its constitution. and thereafter that is, all but the
pared the wages paid in a number of
women, 'who are not now subject to
The grand jury which ba-- i been in ality.
V
the leading industries of the nation.1 session
The court held the leirialatura was the road tax.
since Monday morning, has
tne ngures Demg compiled by the Bu- finished it's labors,
and returned 28 without power to exempt soldiers.
Owing to the fact that it found the
reau of Labor Statistics of the kov4 true bills.
it reported that the ma- Sailors, and marines from the pay single feature the application of the
It
ernmenc, and it snows that the un
S3
illicit
ment
with
1922.
these
the
of
deal
of
the
road
tax
for
This exemption from $3 road tax to the 18
jority
sale of intoxicants.' Judge Brice, dis- was the only provision on which the road tax for 1922 not in accord with
Groceries
Dry Goods,
Shoes,
Hats,
court
acted adversely. The rest of 'the constitution the court Mvanl
trict judge, will preside on the bench
the act was found sound in every res--1 the judgment of the district court in
at thit term of court.
Household Staples and Supplies
o
j Santa Fe county, where the case was
The opinion Was written bv Justice orlzinallv tried. inH nminHut th
C. M. BottS and Concurred in bv CMat MM with
ntnipfinna f ntnrmmA tn
Free Delivery For City Trade
Justice Frank W. Parker and Justice 'accordance to the opinion.
Our
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Soldier Exemption
Held Constitutional
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COMPANY
Dealers

General Merchandise

Give Us

League Failure
Not

,

a Trial And Save Money

Fault

' There is not a single element in this
(the Italian-Greciaaffair) situation
that justifies a recourse to arms,
which is true, nevertheless, of a xreat
many wars that have been needlessly
waged in the name of patriotism. If,
in a case so clear cut as this, the league of nations can not function to
prevent the catastrophe of another
bloody conflict, its friends and supporters may well ask of what earthly
use it is. The fact that the United
States is not a party to it can not be
cited in extenuation of any failure the
league may make to end this affair
between Italy and Greece peaceably.
There is not in all Europe a nation
that would be advantaged by a policy
oi
in this ureco-Italia- n
trouble. They have bound
themselves together into a league to
prevent this very thing, and if they
can not act in unison no stop it, it is
absurd to sav that the rnaiinn in ha.
cause the United States has remained
aloof from the league.
This is all highly complimentary to
our power, our prestige and our dis
interestedness, but it holds no allure
ments for us to engage in these European complications. And, we may
ask, it Italy takes the attitude it ap
takes toward the kindly nun
parently
firvnei
lt
am Ibm
nrl
n,

BEST SHOPPING PLACE ON THE NORTH SIDE
Old J. L. Hubbell Place

North First Street

CEDAR and PiNON

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your

Worry
It means you are ad
vanced beyond the old

Stove Length
05.00 Per Load

fashioned description of
your nome on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
Our work is quality work

GALLUP STEAM

.

U. ICE

8

LA0.1Y
PIIO.NZ

ICS

aia

t9

a laamiA

We Have Just Received
a Freth Shipment

MICHIGAN CONCORD
GRAPES
DELICIOUS AND FINE FLAVOR
We Are Now Handling the Celebrated

'

PUEBLO, COLORADO DREAD
BEST MADE

Guaranteed Fresh and Erery Loaf Perfect

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
Prompt Delivery

a

attitude would be any different with
respect to the world court that is suggested as an alternative to our par
ticipation in the league T Yet if such
institutions as the league of nations
and the world court offer no means
of averting; war. must civilisation
confeas itself impotent to rid itself of
this awful scourageT Sprinrfieli
.
(Mass.) Union.
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CALL AT MILK DEPOT

BELEII DAIRY PRODUCTS
DELIVERED FOR BREAKFAST

m

IN BEST PICTURES

FOR RENT: One five room mod.
rn house, furnished with piane. Call
t 405 W. Hill, or phone 329.

Barbara La Marr, the featured
player in Gasnier's lavish production,
"Poor Men's Wives," which will be
FOR RENT: One
hounA
shown
at the Strand next Thursday
Apply Peoples Markat.
and Friday, has a faculty for finding
SLE2FING ROOMS: The most parts in the best pictures of the seacomfortable sleeping; rooms in Gal-hi- p. son. She has recently been seen in
Apply to 107 West Mesa.
such big productions as "The Prisoner of Zenda," "The Three Muske"The
Women,"
FOB RENT: One
house, teers," "Trifling
Hero," and "Quincy Adams Sawyer."
8 peom-tf
Apply Peoples Market
-tf

--

house.

Ap- -

FOR RENT Four room modern
bouse; bath, rood cellar and large
yard. 310 W. Green
m

FOR RENT: Four-roomodern
bouse with bath and toilet fixtures.
Apply, Peoples Market

CURTISS HOTEL
WEST COAL AVENUE

402

PHONE 240

'

m

O-n- -e

LOST Bed roll and a black gauntlet ffkrve. Return to Commercial Hotel and receive reward,
;
WANTED: An experienced
keeper. Apply at this office.

book-

,

LOS Ti 0 n e Burlington man's
watch, 21 Jewel, gold case. Lost between west yard and Gallup. Reward. M. L Burroughs, Thoreau, N.
t
,M.
lb

All ! varieties, .direct from
chard, delivered to you by
Parcel Post, $1.50 per 50 lb.
Grade. Grimes, Golden and

HEAT

STEAM

INDIAN
CURIO STORE
Navajo Blankets
Jewelry
Hopi Pottery
Basket
WALTER E. COLENSO
.

insured
box C

Johna- -

RUIZ A OVERSON

B0WFHIL SCHENCKV
Farmington, New Mexico.

Attoraeys-At-U-

w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona
IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS
See

C. A. DANIELS

DR. M. M. ELLISON

CARPENTER and BUILDER

DENTIST

Expert Furniture Repairing
Will Give You Eight Hours
Work For Eight Hours Pay

St and

Corner First

;'":
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Coal Ave.

'

COUNSELLOR

Past

Office:

Building

EDMUND R. FRENCH
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J. W; CHAPMAN,

Seems

Cav
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County to Enforce
Dairy Cow Tests

4
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"A fool and his money" soon find
their way to the blue-sk- y
stocks-salesma-

'

15-1-
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Pa-che-
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PHONE 258
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ATTCSNEY AT LAW

Connection

10kWEST R.

-

Mexico.
Coal Avenue.

Office:

Service In

Architectural

'

New Mexico

Gallup

Lawyer ...
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unitsr
States, Supreme Court of New

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

IAi

'!''

.

(

1

AT LAW

y

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

D

mm

,,,.

..,,

You are dead as soon as you beM. come ambitious to start a new
CLAYTON, N. M., Oct 8. R.
pro
"
Oldbeter, state veterinary, and local
tomorrow instead of today.
veterinarian for Union county, said ject.
this morning that the .results of his
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,
No. 2204 inspection ox dairy cows in the-citvs.
and county would result in his send- DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Lillian S. Harter, otherwise
ing a list of farmers ignoring the U. S. Land Office
known as Lillian S. Hartert,
at Santa Fe, N. M.
state law to Albuquerque today with
Defendant
Sept. 27, 18U
that
immediate
be
action
request
Notice Of Suit To The Above Named
Notice is hereby riven that Fidel
taken by the state board in that city,
Defendant
The doctor would not excuse ignor- Romero, of Grants, N. M., who, on
You, Lillian S. Harter, otherwise ance of the law as an excuse for not February 16. 1921. made Stock Raia.
subjecting the cows to the tuberculin ing Homestead entry, No. 034387, for
by notified that suit has been filed test. Citizens, he stated, had been in All of Section 14, Township 14 N,
Ibv the above named plaintiff and is formed by notice not buy milk from Range 10 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, baa
now pending against the above named any but officially tested cows for filed notice of Intention to make three
in
aeienaani
District urartr oi tuberculin.. The crusade in Clayton, year Proof, to establish claim to the
-W I
n tne owe
U. S.
oi new inex- - he added, is being backed up by the land above described, before
iiciviniey county, oi.i.
on state board.
will fol- Commissioner, at Grants, N. M., on
Prosecutions
ico, said sut oeing numbered
'
the docket of said court.
- the 15th day of November, 1923.
low.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
That the general objects of said
Nicolas Maestas, Julia Garcia y
suit are for an absolute divorce from
Gandearia, Juan Garcia, Oliveras
the above named defendant on the
All's well with the world if all's
all of Biuewater, N. M.
grounds of abandonment.
A. M. BERGERE,
You are further notified that un- well with the liver.
less you enter or cause to be entered
Register.
.
your appearance in said cause, on the IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH (2049)
First Pub. Sept. 29.
28th day of November, 1923, judgIN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
Last Pub. Oct 27.
ment will be rendered in said cause
McKINLEY AND STATE OF
against you by default and the relief
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH.
prayed tot will be granted.
NEW MEXICO
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
H. C. Denny, whose Post Office Ad- Stella Brzuch,
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
Plaintiff,
OF NEW MEXICO
vs.
No.2203
Witness My band and official seal
Harold I ven Rathbun,
Adam
Brzuch,
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 28th day
Plaintiff,
Defendant
of September, ivm.
vs.
No. 2201
Notice of Suit to the Above Named
NAT GARCIA,
Mildred Zipprich Rathbun,
'Clerk, District Court, Mc-- . Defendant
'
Defendant
You, Adam Brzuch, the above
Kinley County, New Mexico, named
defendant, are hereby notified NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE
(Seal, District Court,
, ;
that suit has been filed by the above
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
McKinley County,
named plaintiff and is now pending
You are hereby notified that suit
New Mexico)
against the above named defendant has been filed by the above named
(2048)
in the District Court of McKinley
First Pub. Sept. 29.
plaintiff and is now pending against
County, State of New Mexico, said tne above named defendant in tn
Last Pub. Oct 20.
2203
on the District Court of
suit being; numbered
McKinley County,
docket of said court.
New Mexico, said suit
number
That the general objects of said ed 2201 on the docket ofbeing
said court.
suit are for an absolute divorce from That the
general objects of aaid
the above named defendant on the
"
ground, of abandonment and for
upon
custody of the minor child. Helena
grounds of abandonment.
Heva Brzuch.
And you are further notified that
You are further notified that unless unless
you enter or cause to be enyou enter or cause to be entered your tered your appearance in said cans
appearance in said cause, on or before on or before the 19th day of Novemthe 28th day of November, 1923, ber, 1923, judgment will be rendered
iudsrment will be rendered in said in said cause
by default
cause against you by default and the and the reliefagainst you for will be
prayed
relief prayed for will be granted
granted.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
AdH. C. Denny, whose Post Office
H. C. Denny, whose Post Office Address is Gallup, New Mexico.
dress, is Gallup, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and official seal
NAT GARCIA,
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 28th day
.Clerk District Court
of September, 1923.
McKinley
County,
NAT GARCIA,
New Mexico.
McClerk, District Court,
(SEAL OF THE
Kinley County. New Mexico. DISTRICT COURT) ,
(Seal District Court
(2037)
First Pub. Sept 29. '
McKinley County,
New Mexico.)
Last Pub. Oct 20. (
2047
First Pub. Sept. 29.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH'
Last Pub. Oct 20.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF
STATE OF NEW
PARTNERSHIP
MEXICO
A. Walters,
The business partnership heretofore Hesry
Plaintiff.
existing between Dominick Rollie, and
vs.
No.2200
W. H. Morris, under the firm name
of Gallup Undertaking Company, at Irma A. Anderson, othewise
Gallup, New Mexico, and at Winslow, known as Irma A. Walters,
' ;
Defendant.
Arizona, was, oa the 3rd day oi April,
'
1923, dissolved by mutual consent!, NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
and the said W. H. Morris did then
dispose of all of his right, title and
You are hereby notified that suit
interest in said business, and from has been filed by the above named
that date will not be responsible for plaintiff and is now pending against
any debts contracted by said Domi the above named defedant in the Disnick Rollie. or said Gallup Undertake trict Court of McKinley County, New
ing Company, nor any debts that he Mexico, said suit being numbered
or it may contract in the future. Said 2200 on the docket of said court.
Dominick Rollie assumes all obliga
That the general objects of aaid
tions of said . Undertaking Co. and Isuit are for an annulment of a pur
due
said
receives all moneys
Gallup ported marriage contract between toe
above named plaintiff and the above
Undertaking Co.
DOMINICK ROLLIE
named defendant upon the ground
W. H. MORRIS
of the insanity of said defendant and .
(2046)
her inability to understand the mar-riag- e
First Pub. Sept 29, '23
contract at the time the same-waLast Pub. Oct. 20, '23.
performed, and for all other pro
per relief in the premises as more fulIS THE PROBATE COURT WITH ly set forth in plaintiff's complaint
on file in the above entitled and numIN AND FOR THE COUNTY
bered cause.
OF McKINLEY 'AND
STATE OF NEW,
And you are futher notified that
,'
:
MEXICO
unless you enter or cause to be en
Tn the matter of the
tered you appearane in said cause on
No. 264 or before the 19th day of November,
Estate of Charles T.
In
1923, judgment will be rendered
Joslin, deceased."
said cause against you bv default and
Notice Is Hereby Given: That an the relief prayed for will be granted.
cilliarv letters of administration upon
The name of -- plaintiff s attorney
the estate of Charles T. Joslin, de is C. J. Roberts, whose post office adceased, have been by the above named dress is Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
court, dulv issued to the undersign H. C. Denny, whose post office ad
ed, as executrix of the last will and dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
testament and of the estate of the
In Witness Whereof, I have heresaid decendent; and that all persons unto set mv hand and official seal
having claims against said estate and the 22nd day of September, A. D.
said decendent will present them with- 1923, at Gallup, in the County of Mcin the time and in the manner pre Kinley and State of New Mexico.
NAT UAKlilA,
sented by law.
M.
ADA
JUsUM.
Clerk, District Court.
McKinley
County,
Executrix, of the last
New Mexico.
will and Testament of
'
THE
and the Estate of Char- (SEAL OF
DISTRICT COURT)
les T. Joslin. deesassd.
(2086) First Pub. Sept 9
First Pub. Sept 22
--

AT THE

ATTORNEY AND

DENTIST
Office: Worm Building
New Mexico
Gallup

DISTRICT

WITH-Tn"AN-

I

HERMAN W. ATKINS

DO. PAUL H. BENNETT

.

COTTON RAGS

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
The Methodist Char eh
Residence 800 3rd Street
.
Phone No. 288.
At Home to the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

r

'

:f6r clean

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

Pastor of

7

V' ..

.thelJJ

TUB AND SHOWER BATH

FIRST STREET
Corner Railroad Avenue

the or

'

:wm

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
September 27. 1923
Notice is hereby given that Tran- quiimo fadilla, of Seboyeta, N. M.,
who, on December 20. 1918. made
Homestead entry, No. 036646, for
NEK, Section 22, Township 15 N.,
Kange 6W., N. M. p. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N. M., on
te 15th., day of November, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses: ,
Desiderio Trujillo. of Seboyeta, N.
M.; Serafin Jaramillo, of Seboyeta,
N. M.; Amada Padilla. of SeboyeU,
N. M.; Bidacio Martinis,
of San
Mateo. N. M.
A. M. BERCERE,
(2060)
Register.
First Pub. Sept 29
Last Pub. Oct, 27

Rooms By Day or Month

FOS SALE OR .TRADE
Buick "Six" car in good conditio- n-

would consider vacant lots in Gallup
for information see J. K. Brennin at
Gibson-Fa- ir
Lumber Co.

',

COURT
FOR THE COUNTY
OP McKINLET AND
.
STATE OF NEW

THE

.

'

FOR RENT: Four-roomodern
bouse with bath and toilet fixtures.
Apply Peoples Market.

m

'

-

BEXICO
Paul Harter, otherwise
known as Paul Hartert,
Plaintiff,

'

201 SOUTH THIRD STREET

FOR SALE OR TRADE: Two
Gallup lots. Would consider Ford or
mall car. Box 5, Gamerco,

F03 RENT Two-roopry reopies Maei.
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lira, nernr LClinf -- has tzzi:
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ranch about ten nso
from

EI-i-

Tsrsyg a ksascn war
FECFLB TRAB2 AT

TIE
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ns

north of Lluewatar.
'L-eft-- "V 4
Kr. H. Chapman who baa bean living ia Salt Lab City. Utah, for akort
r t
t "v 1 I
a year, haa come to have a visit ir'Jj
ir''-:1:
4.
;
I
ala children and crand-cLdre- n
r
irg in this section of tie country. LIr.
Chapman haJ been a resident of Cla
r- -r A! .: A friend and I had
place for many years.
an
Ce correct war
arxunK t
The dance held last Friiay nlsht la
V- -l you
to tuttT I z
kini'y tail
tne u D. a. meeting bouse was well
us whl. i b "t ccrrect way?
(J
.
attended and seemed to be greatly en
C
iDC-:ar 1 toast done &e
Also, ai
Joyed by those who believe in that
same way? (&) AJ U it poor telle
sort or recreation.
manners to eat com on tht cch? , Mrs. Emma J. Nielson who at one
Thank you.' t
time lived here, but now haa her homo
. tsto rmsNDs- t
in Elandinz. Utah, has coma to maka
be broken into a small
should
Braad
a short stay hero. She is a guest at
niece and held at the e&re of the but
ue Mr. Tom Elaine home.
ter plate. Then, taking the butter-'- l
Mrs. 8. E. Hardin has srone to Gal.
knife, put on tae buuer. it u very
hp. She expects to have some- dental
poor form to hold the bread in the air
wort done.
: t.
while buttering it as we see so many
Mrs. Vergie Carver has accepted a
people do. Always touch it to tea
position in the Guam school and is exbutter plate. (2) Yea. (8) No.
pecting to move to that place in a
There is no reason why corn should
snort time.
net be eaten on the cob. Personally
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hyde have re1 think a lot of the real flavor of the
moved
here
from Deming, N.
cently
corn is lost by cutting it off. A
M. and are living with Mrs.. Hyde's
way therefore, to eat it, is to
graceful
out
The
was
machine
thru
every
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Palmar.
break the ear in nail oesore commencone
road
On
conceivable
test
country
Dr. Lackey, the Valencia county
miles an nour, ing to eat
neaitn pnyaician, and miss Lyma Uo-- it waa SDoeded
sher, nurse, visited the school here than stopped almost within its own
Dear Aleda: A rirl friend of mine
last week and cave tne children an length. On slippery pavement, follow- is to be married shortly, and I would
examination. They expect to return ing one of the city sprinklers, it was like to
el
give her a shower. Will you
brought to an instant stop, the
this week and do some vaccinating.
brakes making it practically please tell me how to word the inviThe fruit crop this year ia said to
tations? (2 Also, should it be given
be the best that haa ever been grown impossible to skid. On a steep inin the afternoon or evening T With
here. The pincipal kinds are apples, cline used to demonstrate the climb- thanks.
many
Buick
of
in
the
cars,
other
'
ability
plums .and berries.
MARGARET V. PENN.
but
climbed
hill
the
not
easily,
only
Harold Harding had a rather thrillshower is to be small and
vour
If
was
extra
to
due
the
braking power,
ing experience a few days ago. While
i
the invitations may be ver
informal,
middle
in
brouarht
dead
the
a
to
stop
walking in the garden he stepped on
be a larger
on the down bal. If, however, it is to
"
something soft. On hearing a bussing of the hill and held there
' ,' v
affair, send cards by post,. worded
sound and looking down he observed grade.
this: "Miss. Marion
"It is a wonderful machine, and something-willlikehave
that it was tne neck of a large rattle
a shower at her
Stewart
snake.
With wonderful quickness should do much towards eliminating home for Miss Chandler, on Wednesm
S
f
u
Commissioner
t
p
siaiuiu wciii viiu ujicitjuu miu tiw accidents,"
day, August 10th, at four o'clock. (2)
rattle snake was allowed to go the; stated,
A shower is usually an informal afother.
"I always knew the Buick was a fair, makine the afternoon preferable,
Mis. Collins' pupils had a debate great car,' Chief Grady said, "but I'll
but if you wish to include. the men, the
last Friday. The subject was, Re- have to admit this machine surpasses
is me most popular unit.
solved: "That Vocational education be all my expectations. I think it re- evening
:
and
be
automobile
in
a
public
expense
by
supported
presents supreme step
HEALTH HINTS
made to meet the needs of all kinds of achievement."
.
'
INFORMATION
HOUSEHOLD
,
people."
'
:
.
"What interests me most is the
ability to stop right now," Officer
Buna (Acid) An acid burn should
Van Pelt stated. "That'a what a
be flushed liberally with cold water
Why
officer needa as much as speed in and then washed with a strong solucar, and I'm hoping the next speed tion of soda.
'
:
brake."
car of the city ia a four-whe"
o
Beddow Buick Company of Gallup
are various
Noae Bleeds There
Jack Holt is one among the movie ways of stopping nose bleeds,, but one
call attention to the following;
and
several
can
take
parte
The four-whebrake 1924 Buick actors who
of the most common and effective is
was given a test Tuesday afternoos play tnem au wim maaier mn.
Put a roll of paper under the
this.
in
when Jack Beatty, aales manager of Holt will appear with Pola Nefri
lip between the up ana gum.
uppef
n
Thmrathe Colorado Motor Car Co., toor "The Cheat." at it.
this fails apply cold at the back
If
of Public Safetj day and Friday.
Commissioner
of the neck. A ley or cloth wrung
o
George Stumpf, Chief of Police J
in cold water is gooa. ...
out
Once in fifty times if you have
Arthur Grady and Traffic Officer J.
W. Van Pelt for a demonstration ride. had experience with hmman nature,
Hair If the ends of the hair are
The main purpose of the teat was te
may have to change your first chipped with a sheare once every
do
when
and
a
of
you
man,
see what the great improvement
idgment
three or four months, it will help the
made in the 1924 Buicks will mean. your second Judgment is wrong half growth of the hair and prevent its
.. ox tne time.
from the standpoint of safety.
splitting.
Rough Hands If your hands have
become rough or cbappea try uus
for a remedy. Three ounces white
wine vinegar, three ounces lemon
half a pint ol wmte
juice and
brandy. This used long enough will
remedy the trouble.
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REX PROGRAM
FOH NEXT WEEK
FIRST

SHOW AT 7:M P. M.

-

-

SUNDAY

Paramount Picture
Tttesaas Meighan ia

A

.

"HOMEWARD BOUND"
Comma Com ad;
"BETWEEN SHOWERS"

WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM

.

-

nto

'

TUESDAY

four-whe-

Victor Hugo Halperia'e
WITH A KICK"
A 27 Star Cast
ASOP'S FABLE
TOriCS OF THE DAT

TEA

WEDNESDAY

ell

'

Repeatinf
"TEA WITH A KICK"

S

THURSDAY
Pola Negri and Jack Holt in
"THE CHEAT" .
Paul Parrott Comedy
"POST NO BILLS"

FRIDAY
Repeating
"THE CHEAT"
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Helen Holntfl in
"STORMY SEAS"
Saub Pollard two red comedy
"THE GREEN CAT"
WEEKLY NEWS
r

AND

PERLM UTTER"

The New
Brick it Popular'i'
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MeGowaa and

COMING
"POTASH

Smartly fashioned of soft brushed mohair
yarns, with Vor collared neck, two large pock-- ;
cts and fancy buttons down the front, these
Sweaters have the pleasant warmth and lightness that one demands for early Fall wear..
Some are in plain colors, others with, attractive fancy fronts in block or striped effects.
In tans, browns, grays and striking color combinations.
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$2.95 10 812.95
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Distinctive new Fall Skirt models
developed - of a very unusual
quality of Silk Rosbanara and
Wool Crepe.
Shown in the new
front
and Uck', with knife-pleate- d
plain
side; the new combination
box and knife pleats. Waist bands
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Fire If by chance your clothes have
caught fire remember never to run,
as that will fan the flames and make
them worse. lie down on the floor
and roll up aa tightly as possible in
a shawl, rug, or any woolen clothing,
leavinc the head out If nothing is
(available lie down on the floor, roll
ing over slowly and at tne same tune
beating the flames with the hands.
goaeeaing Fruit If one will warm
a lemon before squeesing it. about
twice as much juice will be had.
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Rouland Aahcroft is out at the
Aahroft a tore this week helping his
brother, Wilford, the Indian trader.
Marias Bond returned from - Saf-for- d,
Arisona, after a short stay, not
liking the climate down there.
Hank Clawaon is on the mountains
where he is fall plowing on his mountain ranch.
.
Electrician Jones of Gallup was out
last week selling Delco Light plants
and inspecting the Delco Plant on the
Vogt Ranch which has been
service for three years.
Mr. C. H. Kelsey has concluded a
sale of about 1,000 head of cattle
for his many customers to the south
of his Ramah and Zuni stores., The
cattle are to go to Colorado feeders.

Never rub aoap on flan(Herald Correspondence)
shrink them. Instead,
use
Clea Davis is teaching the fourth
wash them in a soap jelly, and
grade in the Black Rock school for
even that gently. Do not iron wet
Zuni Indiana.
or with a very hot iron.
The young 10 year old son of NoStains oa Z'nc Vinegar will re- ble Rogers died after being ill for
move the stains from. the zinc tops of some time at St. Mary's hospital. The
,
kitchen tables.
junerai was neld Saturday. -- '
Cy Mangum and family were in
Washing Windows-- A little starch town from their ranch south of Raout in the clear warm water with man last week.
which you wash windows will make
Walter Crpckett has '.overhauled his
them clearer. When dry, rub and car which now runs like the wind and
- looks like a
polish with a cloth.
Jimmie Palmer haa resigned her
Breeds Gluten or brown bread is a position st Black Rock and returned
o-great deal more healthy and has more to the Palmer Ranch to spend the
"DISCOVEREDrBY CHAPLIN
nourishment than white.
winter near the Mountains. MM '
About 25,000 head of sheep beTo Charlie Chanlin
the credit
Cot Flowess may be kept a long longing to the Mirabels of San Ra- of discovering the gifted Za Zu Pitta,
MounZuni
fael
towards
the
passed
who may be seen in one of her most
while ii a piece of green camphor is
tains last wek near Inscription Rock, diverting roles In the Gasnier proput in tne vase ox water.
their
of
to
ordeal
annual
proceeding
duction of "Poor Men's - Wives,"
which will be shown at the Strand
Icetng may be prevented from run- dipping. I,.
The Navajo , Indians ' located near next Thursday and Friday. Chanlin
ning if the cake ia first lightly dusted
been
Ramah have
ordered to drift met the Schulberg player at a din,
with corn starch.
their aheep to Black Rock where their ner given in honor of aome film lumsheep will be dipped at the time the inary and immediately engaged her
Unconsciously Frank
dip opens for the benefit of the Zuni for A Dog's Life," on which bo was
A popular rector going up the Steps sheen. The Zunis own nearly 30.000 worlrin.
of his church to conduct service waa neaa wniie tne naman xMavajoa own
'
She Csaue High !
accosted by a stately old lady in diffi about 6,000 and are getting poorer in
bsheep every year.
culties with her breathing.
"
David Garcia ol AUrque paaaed
"Yes," said the old man to his vis--it"Pardon me," she said, "but would
enroute to his sheep
here
"I am proud of my girls aad
do
through
of
me
the
me
favor
you
assisting
ranch where he is drilling some wells, would like to see them comfortably
up' the steps!"
his gracing area.
married, and as I have made a little
"Certainly, madam," assented the thus increasing
rector, riving her his arm. They J. K. Willis of Uallun spent two money they will not go penniless to
reached the door, when the old lady. days at Inscription Rock and the Ice their husbands. There is Mary, 25
was aking years old, and a really good girl. I
where
pausing, asked: "Pardon me once Cave country He waahe
accompanied shall give her $1,000 when she marmore, but do you know who is preach photographs.
t.
bv M. 'Castro.ries. Then comes Bet, who wont see
in tnis morning 7"
Mrs. Claude Smith of the Ramah 86 again. I shall give her S,000. And
"The rector, madam."
"Oh! Then might I beg yon do me school was in Gallup last week to the man who takes Eliza, who is 40,
Her son will hove 15,000 with her."
have her teeth examined.
yet another favor 7
The young man reflected a moment,
"Certainly," replied the rector. Claude Jr.. is in school at Gallup.
.
Mr. Homer Powers, county agent, and then aaked:
"What else can I do for you?"
"You havent one about 60, have
"Would you be so good aa to assist came out Saturday ana took Ina HamMcme down tha steps again?" Judge. blin, . Vada McDaneils and Lula
you?" Everybody's Uagastne.
Daniels to tne Agricultural uouege
A spoiled child has had a rotten near Las Graces. These girls were
the prize winners in the contest held
bringingup.
by the Gir's Club and their trip to
Why do they call them "bores?" the eolleee is complimentary to them.
GOLDEN
When you bore with an instrument At the college they will meet the winthe
over.
from
all
you get somewhere, but a human bora ners in the clubs
'
- state.-.- ,.
...'
never dees.
coat of the farmers are now fcir- their oata and gstt&g in tle
If you're not loved e!-living,
- iyou'U
:a. . rau.wcwffii w.J Be vrtzj- z
navar ka
tJcea next by the most
ty Ulzj LM,
nay cause
will
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- - -- $295.00
Touring, Standard
Touring, With Starter and Demountables... . 3S0.00
235.00
.. - -------Runabout, Standard .
Runabout, Starter and Demountable...- - . 350.00

Chasis, Standard
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812.75

525.00

- CS5.00
. 370.00
420.00

Rolls-Royc-
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These Prices. Effective October 2nd. Are Lower
Than Ever Before.

Put Your Order In Now, As We Have a Few ia
Stock at Persent
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